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Knowledge of the original sin is necessary in order to understand 
the act of Salvation....  in order to acknowledge Jesus Christ as 
the 'Redeemer'.... 

B.D. No. 8806

May 26th 1964

ou humans lack the knowledge about the first original sin, consequently you also consider Jesus 
Christ's act of Salvation just an atonement for your human guilt, indeed, you even deny His 'act 

of Salvation' because.... you believe.... that everyone has to pay for their guilt down to the last coin.  
This opinion would be understandable if it only concerned the sin you burdened yourselves with as 
human beings.... but it concerns the immense first original sin, the spirits' apostasy from Me.... a sin.... 
which you would never be able to atone for, which thus cannot ever be denied, which is the cause of 
the whole of creation and the reason for My human manifestation in Jesus.

Y

For the apostasy from Me was caused by the fact that the created beings were unable to see Me, and 
therefore I made Myself visible in Jesus. Anyone who merely acknowledges the past original sin by 
the first human beings will find it incredulous that these sins necessitated a 'Redeemer', he will always  
maintain that humanity could not be punished for a sin it had not committed. And therefore even the 
sins committed by a person as such are indeed an offence against My love.... but they do not recognise 
them in their state of darkness, which is the consequence of the immense first original sin. But this sin 
explains everything, and as long as people do not know about this event of the spirits' apostasy they 
will find it difficult to believe in the 'divine Redeemer', Who died on the cross in utmost pain and 
torment for the sake of this immense sin, which He had taken upon Himself in order to offer this 
sacrifice of atonement  to  Me.  Consequently,  every teaching which denies  the divine Redeemer.... 
which thus renounces the principle of Salvation.... will have to be rejected as a misguided teaching, 
even  if  His  work  as  an  advocate  of  the  divine  teaching  of  love  is  emphasised.  It  concerns  the 
redemption of the first original sin, which only I Myself  could accomplish in the man Jesus, and 
therefore My human manifestation in Him will be comprehensively explained to you, for I Myself Am 
a Being which cannot be seen by any of My living creations without their ceasing to exist.

If I thus wanted you to be able to conceive Me visibly it had to take place in the form of a being like  
yourselves Which, for you, was the human being Jesus. Consequently, it is first of all necessary to 
know about the event of the beings' apostasy from Me in order to then understand the process of 
creation of the visible world. Then you will also be able to understand the everlasting battle between 
light and darkness and the appearance of a  Saviour for humanity in Jesus Christ.... of a non-fallen 
original spirit.... in Whom I embodied Myself, because you had no concept at all of the 'all-creative 
strength'. And for this reason you can and have to acknowledge a Redeemer, Who died on the cross on 
behalf of everyone and Who also prayed on behalf of you humans for the remission of your sins. But 
it cannot be granted to you instantly, rather, you have to apply to Him yourselves because the fall  
happened voluntarily and thus the return to Him will also have to take place in free will. The fact that 
a person who seriously strives for perfection will, apart from the original sin, also be forgiven for his 
sins as a human being need not be doubted, hence all guilt will be forgiven and thus forgiveness is 
ensured. But since Jesus is only rarely recognised as Redeemer by those who accept the misguided 
teaching  which  portrays  Him  as  a  human  being  and  ascended  master  and  who  do  not  want  to 
acknowledge My human manifestation in Him, they do not ask Him for forgiveness of all their sins 
either. For there is only One Who can release them from their guilt, only One has the power to cancel 
all sins.... and that is Jesus, in Whom I Myself became a human being....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Purification of the soul.... B.D. No. 8394

January 27th 1963

ll those who follow Me and also take up their cross, will also be blessed by the cross.... All who 
suffer  in  submission  to  My  Will  will  be  true  followers  of  Jesus....  Your  soul  still  needs  

purification as long as you live on earth, for only rarely has a soul purified itself so much in its  
existence on this earth that it no longer needs suffering, only rarely has an extremely high degree of 
love brought about the purification of a soul so that it can enter the kingdom of light and bliss as a true 
child of God. It will always still be burdened with a measure of suffering which will help it to reach 
the final perfection, so that all dross will have been dissolved and My light of love can now radiate 
through the soul in all fullness. And I will always give you the necessary strength to carry your cross  
or take it upon My shoulders and help you carry it if it seems too heavy to you, for then only heartfelt 
supplications to Me will suffice and you will feel noticeable relief. But you should not try to avert 
every measure of suffering from you, for then the measure of beatitude in the spiritual kingdom will 
also be less. But I know what you are capable of bearing, and truly, I will not burden you with a 
greater burden..... Always remember that you still dwell in the kingdom whose lord is My adversary 
and that he will wrestle for your souls until your death, and his temptations mainly consist of causing 
you to rebel against Me, he only ever wants to trigger impatience, displeasure, agitation in you in 
order  to  lower  doubts  about  My love in  you at  such moments....  He wants  your  love  for  Me to 
diminish and you should not grant him this triumph.... You should be devoted to Me with love and 
know that even this suffering is determined by My love which wants to cause you all the greater bliss 
and  therefore  your  soul  should  become  ever  more  perfect,  to  which  every  suffering,  borne  in 
surrender, also contributes. This is why I spoke the words: 'If anyone wants to follow Me, let him take 
up his cross....' All your soul substances must spiritualise themselves, nothing that still belongs to earth 
should remain attached to your soul, including the urges and passions from the past which you brought 
with you into your earthly existence as a human being. And often you have to struggle for a very long 
time  until  you  have  overcome  them.  And  all  physical  suffering  contributes  to  this....  Your  soul 
crystallises and dissolves all slag which prevents the penetration of My ray of love or reduces its 
strength. But My ray of love means bliss for you, it means right life which lasts forever. Therefore, 
calmly let your body die, don't be disturbed if you have to suffer but know that you will leave your 
earthly body all the more joyfully when the hour has come which I have set for your departure from 
this earth. But also know that I Myself determine this hour and that you can still live for a long time  
despite your infirmities and pain if it is necessary to complete a task I have set for you.... And as long 
as this task has not been accomplished you will also be provided with the necessary strength for it, and 
ever more quietly you will surrender into My will and carry your cross, because then I Myself will  
also walk beside you as a cross-bearer and the burden will no longer seem so heavy to you. The bond 
with Me also ensures My constant supply of strength, and My strength is truly mighty in the weak. For 
as long as I need you, your course of life is also determined by My will, and time and again you will 
be able to ascertain that everything will work out as it serves you and your task.... You will not need to 
worry about yourselves, for I will take care of you, and I will also visibly support your mission and 
bring it to completion. For it is not just about your own life but about the lives of countless people 
who shall still attain true life through you and who are in greatest spiritual hardship if they are not 
helped.  But  since  such  help  always  has  to  be  given  voluntarily  and  out  of  love  in  order  to  be 
successful, I will also not abandon My co-workers who have this will to help and let Me work through 
them.... And even if their earthly fate seems exceedingly difficult, the soul will nevertheless have the 
strength  and  take  everything  upon  itself  humbly,  because  it  will  constantly  increase  in  spiritual 
strength as a result and also become the overcomer of its body.... For it, too, will be able to spiritualize 
its substances, and one day the soul will realize that even the greatest physical suffering has only been 
a blessing for it....

A

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Primordial centre of light and power.... B.D. No. 8127

March 17th 1962

he greatest spirit of infinity, the creator of heaven and earth, the primordial centre of light and 
power, reveals Himself to you humans because He loves you.... because you are power that once 

emanated from Him, which were radiated out as beings and.... since they had free will.... took a wrong 
path which led them far away from their place of origin.... But this greatest and most perfect spirit is  
love in its fundamental substance, and love lets nothing get lost.... You humans can indeed live an 
independent  life  on  earth,  you  can  also  think;  but  you  are  without  knowledge  of  all  spiritual 
correlations, you are without knowledge of your relationship to this most perfect spirit, to your God 
and creator from eternity.... And in His greater than great love for all His creatures He reveals Himself 
to them as soon as they walk across the earth as I-conscious beings, and He stimulates them to think.... 
He addresses people directly.... The greatest Spirit of infinity bends down to His creatures, which were 
emitted by Him as the tiniest sparks of light eternally ago.... For these creatures have lost their light, 
they had voluntarily turned away from Him and strived towards darkness.... But truthful information 
can be given to the human being if he is willing to receive divine revelations, if he is willing to listen 
to what the greatest and most perfect spirit of infinity wants to impart to him. And then you will truly 
also receive a  portrayal  from this  supremely perfect  being which will  inwardly urge you to seek 
contact with Him, and you will learn to understand the meaning and purpose of your earthly life, you 
will be introduced to profound knowledge, because only your free will is necessary for this, to join 
that perfect being Which you recognize as your origin as soon as the light of truth is kindled in you....  
And every divine revelation is such a light from above which enlightens your hearts and brings back 
to you the lost knowledge you possessed when you yourselves still radiated as a spark of light in His 
presence.... Once you were close to Him but you could not see Him because you would have passed 
away in the face of the primal light and the primal power which made you arise.... (17.3.1962) And 
now He is close to you, and even if you are unable to see Him, He nevertheless reveals Himself to you 
because He wants you to recognize Him. For He takes pity on your wretched situation and wants to 
help you to beatitude.... You humans are addressed by Him, the most perfect being, of Whom you 
have no idea because He is everything in everything.... because there is nothing which does not testify  
to Himself.... because everything is strength from Him, the eternal source of strength and light. You 
were once emanated as the tiniest spark and yet the most perfect being concerns Itself with every one 
of Its creatures, for incessant love unites It with it, and this love expresses itself to the human being by 
revealing Itself, so that the human being takes cognizance of his original relationship with that great 
spirit of infinity.... so that he himself may seek to join Him, so that he may return to his origin.... Man 
has the ability to be able to think, and therefore God reveals Himself, for man shall come to terms with 
a knowledge which is imparted to him directly by God.... He kindles a light for the human being who 
still dwells in darkness as long as he is still completely without knowledge about himself, about his 
beginning and his goal.... He takes pity on His creature that it walks in darkness, for in this darkness it  
is also unable to recognize its creator, Who is love from eternity.... But if it recognizes its creator, Who 
also wants to be its father, then it will also show Him love.... And therefore this supremely perfect 
being reveals Himself to people in order to inspire them to love, which will ignite in them as soon as 
only a small light shines for them, which informs them of their original beginning and their purpose 
on earth.... In God's love the created being took its origin.... God's love pursues His created being until  
it returns to the eternal love again in order to be ineffably blissful in union with It....

T

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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'I Am the beginning of all things....' B.D. No. 0750

January 21st 1939

 Am the beginning of all things.... Take this to heart when you are moved by the slightest doubt 
about  the  creation  of  everything  you  see  around  and  above  yourselves.  If  My  power  is  thus 

sufficient to call every life form into being, what kind of strength would then be necessary to oppose 
this creative will? An equally destructive will perhaps?.... In that case a second Deity would have to be 
at work next to Me, whose expression of strength would run contrary to My own activity. Anyone who 
imagines the Deity as an imperfect Being can truly place many such gods next to this One, yet he will 
not have the right kind of concept about the one true Deity, Which has created everything and controls 
all. Anyone who wants to recognise Me must believe.... and subordinate himself as a creation to the 
Creator....  And he will  become enlightened,  and in this  light  he will  see Me as the Ruler  of  the 
universe.... He will realise that no opposing force is able to counteract Me by working destructively 
where I Am creating.

I

Only the physical transformation of the earth's surface has been left to the human being's free will,  
so that people's creative urge, which I likewise have placed into their hearts, can occupy itself. Thus 
they can more or less act at their own discretion but they nevertheless will always have to recognise 
their own inadequacy and always be dependent on the omnipotence of the Creator and the activity of 
natural forces and cannot oppose them arbitrarily. Thus nothing is more understandable than wanting 
to  ascertain  the  almighty  Creator  and  yet  nothing  is  more  impossible....  Human  intellect  is  not 
sufficient by far to fathom Me in My full elementary power.... and it will be even less possible to 
categorise Me, that is, to put My Being and Becoming into any kind of form which seems acceptable 
to the human mind. This is a hopeless undertaking which could never produce a satisfactory result, for 
I was, I Am.... and I forever will be an inscrutable Spirit Who harbours within Himself everything that  
can be found in the entire universe.... to Whom creation is subordinate because it originated from 
Him....  and Who is the beginning and the end of all  things....  the Spirit of Love from eternity to 
eternity....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Primal law: Love.... B.D. No. 5693

June 5th 1953

he primordial law is love, the primordial power is love, and all material substance is love in its 
primordial substance..... Accordingly, the highest being, the eternal Deity, must also be love, as 

well as all beings which have emerged from it. Love is a strength and therefore always effective as 
long as it remains in contact with the original source of all strength.... For God, as the original source 
of  strength,  emanates  it  according to  His  eternal  order,  to  work  in  love  according  to  His  law....  
Therefore, all beings called into life by Him will be able to use the strength of love without restriction,  
because it rests in them as a sign of divine origin, however, only as long as the being moves within the 
law of eternal order, as long as it wants to use the strength of love according to divine will. For God's 
will is founded in His love, God's will always corresponds to the eternal order and is likewise original 
law.  If  the  being  steps  out  of  divine  order  then  it  also  steps  out  of  God's  flow of  love;  thus  it  
relinquishes its strength because this does not work extralegally, because love cannot step out of order 
because it is God's elementary strength. Therefore it will also be understandable that one can only 
speak of God's power when an effect of love is recognisable, and that nothing ungodly can make use 
of the power out of God, because God's power is love, but love cannot be outside of God. (5.6.1953) 
And thus it emerges from this that the eternal order must absolutely be observed where the strength of 
love wants to express itself, that therefore the being can only then be addressed as a divine being again 
when it lives in God's eternal order, because then it is again permeated by the divine strength of love 
and thus is also powerful and full of light itself, because the strength of love also has its full effect 
again.... Then the being will be able to create and shape in the same will as God, because the strength 

T
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of love constantly urges it into activity, because divine strength never rests but generates constant life.  
The state outside of divine order is  a state of death,  of powerlessness,  of torpor;  but  life  is only 
conceivable in divine order, and divine order is love.... The beingness which moves outside of divine 
order would have to completely perish if it were not strength emanating from God, which is love in its 
fundamental substance.... And this strength is imperishable, or.... what emanates from God can never 
pass away.... But everything positive in itself can turn into a negative, and this therefore means a state  
opposite  to  the divine light  and power....  Darkness  and powerlessness,  therefore,  an ungodly  and 
therefore unhappy fate. But God, as eternal love, does not turn away from these de-divinised beings. 
He seeks to lead them back into His lawful order, He illuminates the cold and hardened being with His 
strength of love, and if it opens itself, thus surrenders itself without resistance to the influence of this  
radiation of love, it slowly returns to divine order.... It brings the love within itself to unfold again and 
uses the strength of love which now flows towards it again to work in love.... it itself becomes full of  
strength and light and returns to the original source of love.... it reunites with God, from Whom it once 
took its origin....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 

In the beginning was the word.... B.D. No. 5414

June 16th 1952

n the beginning was the Word and it will be for all eternity, for the Word is I Myself, Who am 
without beginning and without end and yet pronounced the Word in the beginning of everything 

that was created from Me, in which My strength was expressed. My Word resounded for that which I 
created, i.e. it heard My address within itself, it recognised its ability to think, it was able to exchange 
itself  with  like  created  beings,  and that  which  came alive  in  it  as  a  thought  was  My Word,  the 
transmission of My will, My knowledge and My love to the beingness which had taken its origin in 
Me....

I

I was eternal, there was no limit for Me, inconceivable light and strength radiated from Me, yet My 
Word, the expression of My abundance of thoughts, found no echo because apart from Me there was 
nothing of substance which was able to receive what flowed forth from Me, which, as it were, formed 
the resonance for My Word, but which, in turn, could not have been different from the way I Myself 
was because otherwise it would not have been able to bear My emanating emanation of love.

Therefore the act of creating a being like Me was a need corresponding to My fundamental nature, 
for love, the epitome of My nature, wanted to give, to make happy, to give away its inherent strength. 
And love therefore created a vessel for itself into which it could pour itself.....  My love created a 
being, in equal perfection, and now I emptied Myself by transferring My will, My thinking and My 
love to this being, and the transfer of that which had its origin in Me was 'My Word.... "I Myself 
entered the being created by Me, and this being was now able to think, want and act like Me because 
My Word instructed it, because My nature was reflected in this being created by Me.

In the beginning was the Word.... Only through My Word did the first-created being recognise itself 
and it also recognised Me; only through My Word, through the manifestation of Myself, was it able to 
recognise itself as a being, it was able to form its own thoughts which, however, were first conveyed 
to it by Me Myself, which were the Word spoken by Me in it, which expressed our unity. For I was the 
creating Power Which was able to create beings in My image, I was the original centre Which radiated 
Its strength into infinity and was able to utilise it according to Its will. The 'giving' principle in Me 
therefore demanded a 'receiving' being in order to make it happy. But this being had to be able to 
recognise  Me,  and I  made Myself  known to it  through the  Word....  which  was the  same as  My 
emanation  of  love  which  gave  life  to  the  created  being,  which  enabled  it  to  work  as  a  freely 
externalised being in wisdom and power.... to recognise Me Myself and out of this realisation also to 
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carry My will within itself.... For the Word is the imprinted thought which emanates from Me and is 
imparted to the being and which determines it to be active....

The Word was in the beginning.... Only the created by Me needed the Word, the transmission of My 
thoughts in a form to be received by the being, through which it now remained in constant contact 
with Me and also in constant bliss. And since that which was called into life by Me can no longer pass 
away in  eternity,  neither  will  My Word pass  away....  It  will  always  be the expression of  Myself 
towards My creatures, it will never ever be changed.... heaven and earth will pass away, but My Word 
will endure for all eternity....

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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"I am from eternity.... " Lucifer's creation.... B.D. No. 5598

April 10th 1953

 am from eternity and I will be for all eternity....  I am the highest and most perfect being, and 
countless beings emerged from Me, also in perfection,  because I  could not create anything but 

perfect.... And thus this being created by Me was also full of power and strength, it was not limited in 
its activity, thus it was able to create and shape like Me because it used My strength which it drew 
from Me without limitation. The emanation of strength into My living creations was a process which 
made Me unspeakably happy and stimulated My will of love time and again to supply My living 
creations with My strength.... Yet I constantly did this through My first-created being in order to make 
it equally happy and to stimulate it into creative activity. Yet My emanation of love no longer found 
resonance  there....  the  first-created  being  did  not  acknowledge  Me as  the  source  of  strength  but 
believed itself to be the producer of this strength because it was able to create of its own free will and 
therefore  did  not  want  to  acknowledge  anyone  above  itself.  And  this  was  its  undoing,  for  it 
volitionally detached itself from Me and thus also from love, even though it remained powerful and 
mighty because I did not withdraw My strength from a being which had created My love. Thus it  
certainly retained its strength which, however, was no longer strength of love which had a constructive 
effect but a destructive, disintegrating effect because it lacked love. Nevertheless, this being remained 
My creature, for My love cannot turn away from the products of My love. But it had a beginning, a 
beginning,  while  I  Am from eternity....  This  alone  should  have  given  this  first-created  being the 
evidence  that  it  was  not  the  highest,  the  first  being,  for  it  knew about  its  beginning....  And this 
knowledge  must  have  caused  its  love  for  Me,  for  the  Being  Which  gave  rise  to  it,  to  become 
excessively inflamed, for it was overjoyed in its perfectly created state by Me, and it was able to 
constantly increase its happiness by creating beings like itself. And this ability to create also had to 
remind it of the One Who had also given it life.... The knowledge was in it, the first-created spirit, it 
was therefore the bearer of light which was able to impart all  its knowledge to the beings which 
emerged from its will but which all had My strength as their fundamental substance, which were all 
born from love which constantly permeated the first-created spirit and originated from Me. And in 
spite of this realisation, in spite of the brightest light which shone through it, the being fell.... It turned  
away from Me, it repelled eternal love, it no longer used its strength in My will but against Me.... But 
it  could  not  detach  itself  from Me....  Nor  could  it  pass  away....  although  it  had  once  taken  its 
beginning,  for  it  was  strength  from Me which  cannot eternally  pass  away.  It  could  only  have  a 
negative effect up to a certain degree in order to change into positive strength once this degree was 
exceeded. But I never eternally pass away, and what has once emanated from Me also inevitably 
returns to Me. But then it will have undergone a transformation so that it will recognise itself as a 
spark of light, so that it will strive towards the eternal light, so that it will find its bliss with Me and in  
Me, so that I will now radiate through it with My strength of love for all eternity....

I

Amen

(This translation was created by an „artificial intelligence“ using the original documents ‘Word of  
God’ received through the ‘Inner Word’ by Bertha Dudde.)

Translation handled by DeepL(www.deepl.com) 
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Act of creating the spiritual beings.... B.D. No. 7067

March 17th 1958

t  is  My will  that you shall  be enlightened where darkness prevails.  People who don't  question 
cannot receive answers, but those who want to know and turn to Me Myself will receive My reply 

so that they will learn to recognise Me in My love and wisdom and grant their love to Me.... The act of 
creating the spiritual beings was a spiritual process which will only be understandable to you humans 
when you enter the kingdom of light. As long as you live on earth it can only be roughly outlined to 
you according to your level of understanding. Nevertheless, it will not divert from the truth, but it will 
lack both the deeper reasons as well as the infinitely many intermediate processes which, however, 
would not contribute towards your enlightenment either. However, you can rest assured that I will not 
let your thinking become confused, since you only wish to be instructed in the truth. When I created 
the first being I was only motivated by the thought of creating a vessel for Myself which was intended 
to assimilate My ceaselessly outpouring strength of love.... because My infinite love wanted to give 
itself and only ever provide happiness.... My strength of love constantly brought forth all kinds of 
spiritual creations. Therefore I also wanted to create something that corresponded to Me Myself, thus 
an image of Me. And My will came to pass .... a being of supreme perfection arose beside Me which 
was pleasing to Me, which was indescribably beautiful, it was an image of Myself which from then on 
was so permeated by My strength of love that it  was equally able to be creatively active without 
limitation. And just as the source of My strength of love had motivated Me into shaping a receiving 
vessel into which it could flow, the same will and desire also arose in this being to make use of the  
constant influx of My love's strength and, likewise, to let beings arise from within itself. Thus the 
same  process  repeated  itself,  because  I  wanted  to  let  this  first-created  being  participate  in  the 
incredible bliss of giving life to like-natured beings, for as an 'image' of Myself it was imbued with the 
same feelings, it was overflowing with love, and the strength it constantly received from Me did not 
keep the being inactive either.... which resulted in this very process of creating countless beings.... 
Hence  these  created  beings  could  not  be  different from  My  first-created  being....  they  were 
supremely perfect, brightly radiant and overwhelmingly powerful spirits which all corresponded to the 
image I had externalised. Through My influx of strength, which made the act of creating these beings 
possible in the first place, I was therefore also their 'Creator', although the will of the first-created 
being had to avail itself first of this strength of Mine. Hence all beings emerged from Me and My first 
image....  and  all  beings  possessed  the  same  creative  power.  But  My will was  also  active  in  all 
originally created beings, the host of originally created spirits were inflamed with burning  love for 
Me, because My fire of love was their fundamental element, they had been the products of purest love 
and therefore all created beings were also positively inclined towards Me....

I

Endless times passed by in most blissful harmony and a constant exchange of love.... and this state  
need never have changed. But then the process of creating took on a different form.... which should 
only be understood in a spiritual sense. This was triggered by the desire of My first-created being, the 
bearer of light, to see Me. The being's love for Me was still unchanged and therefore it desired to 
behold Me even though it knew that I, as the 'centre of strength and light' could not be visible to My 
created beings, which would have ceased to exist in view of My abundance of light.... it would have 
consumed the created beings.... which were sparks of My light.... and thus a beholding of Me was not 
possible. And because it was unable to behold Me the thought flashed up in it to become independent 
from Me and more or less present itself to the host of originally created being as 'Creator itself'.... a 
thought which arose as a consequence of the desire to see Me  despite  better knowledge.  As an 
attribute of perfection all beings also possessed free will which, however, always corresponded to My 
will. And this free will allowed for the said mental confusion.... Thus the bearer of light, Lucifer, was 
not prevented by Me from aiming his will in the wrong direction. Even so, the process of creation 
started to falter, that is, as long as his will no longer harmonised with Mine he more or less closed  
himself off to the flow of My love, yet always just temporarily, for at first his resistance was so small  
that love nevertheless came through again and he utterly devoted himself to Me once more, which 
then also resulted in an unabated flow of My strength of love and thus continued creative activity. But 
time and again the wrong thoughts kept emerging in him because he did not confide them in Me 
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Myself so that I could have refuted them.... For he temporarily excluded Me without realising that he 
thereby lessened his strength.... As soon as he loosened the bond with Me through wrongly inclined 
thoughts the inflow of strength of love also lessened; however, he did not realise this in view of the 
countless multitude of spirits he had already called into existence through his will and the use of My 
strength.... Time and again it must be emphasised that My strength enabled him to create the beings in 
the first place and that only his love for Me gave him the strength.... so it is understandable, that a 
reduction of his love also reduced the influx of strength. And at the same time, every created being 
was also the  proof of Lucifer's connection with Me.... thus no other being could arise after Lucifer 
consciously separated from Me, on account of which all created beings belong to Me as well, for they 
are 'My emanated strength of love'. And yet a large proportion of all created beings had fallen away 
from Me....  And that justifies the question as to whether the beings differed in their  fundamental 
substance....

I only externalised one being as an independent entity.... And this being was created in My image. 
Consequently,  all  spiritual beings which were brought into existence by this being had to entirely 
correspond to Me and My image again.... They were the same perfect, most radiantly shining living 
creations, for only something supremely perfect was able to emerge from our mutual love and will, 
which both corresponded to each other.... beings, which were by no means inferior to the first-created 
bearer of light.... Hence they were equally extremely powerful and ablaze with burning love for Me, 
even though they were unable to behold Me. Nevertheless, they recognised Me, for I also revealed 
Myself to them through the Word. It was an infinitely large number of spirits which glorified Me and 
sang My praises, which, in reverence, were willing to serve Me and which were only ever active 
according to My will, thus they were images of Me Myself. And this indescribably happy multitude of 
spirits should have increased the light bearer's love for Me ever more.... Yet various feelings in him 
began to oppose each other:  He saw the gloriously radiating beings and desired to behold Me as 
well.... Since he was visible to the beings he deemed himself superior to Me and no longer wanted to 
acknowledge Me as the One from Whom everything had emerged, despite the fact that he knew that 
he, too, had originated from Me. Conscious of the strength permeating him, he began to separate 
himself from the source of strength.... a process which lasted for an infinitely long time because the 
desire for happiness repeatedly pushed him back to Me and therefore he repeatedly received strength 
again for the creation of new beings. And so these beings, too, consisted of the same fundamental 
substance, namely of My emanated strength of love; however the sporadic separation from Me also 
influenced the process of creation to a certain extent, insofar as those beings' will and love was more 
inclined towards their maker than Me.... but I neither tried to influence these beings nor the bearer of  
light. Yet they were equally enlightened, they recognised Me as their Creator and were therefore also 
able to make the right decision in free will when this important decision was demanded of them.

My first-created being was connected with  all beings produced by him, just as I was inseparably 
linked with all beings because My strength of love had to permeate them were they to continue to 
exist. My adversary tried to maintain the connection with his created beings even after his will was 
already opposing Mine.... that is, he also inspired the  first spirits into turning away from Me and a 
number of of them succumbed to his temptation, Lucifer also pulled them into the abyss and their 
realisation should have truly made them abhor his disgraceful plan. And their sin was far greater still, 
therefore, their path of return will also be considerably more difficult.... whereas the majority of the 
first-created  beings  remained  with  Me  when  the  followers  of  My  present  adversary  detached 
themselves from Me. The hidden resistance with which Lucifer started to oppose Me resulted in the 
fact that an infinitely large host of created spirits decided partly for and partly against Me when the 
test of will was expected of them. For the resistance disturbed the hitherto integrated whole.... My 
former image was no longer governed by the same will, the same love, it had caused a rift and this 
division was also felt by the beings which had emerged from our love, which were now like their  
maker, even though My strength was involved in their creation. But since this resistance had not been 
present  in  the first-created spiritual  being,  since the light  bearer's  love and will  were completely 
merged with  Mine,  it  was  only  possible  for  such beings  to  emerge  from our  love  which  utterly 
corresponded to us, whose brilliant abundance of light and unlimited strength were true images of Me 
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Myself as well as of the being which I had externalised from Me in My love.... and which also, with a 
few exceptions,  remained with  Me.  And the  same process  occurred  in  the  latter  as  happened in 
Lucifer: free will aimed in the wrong direction.... they desired to see their God and Creator and drew 
the wrong conclusions from My necessary invisibility by acknowledging that which was 'visible' to 
them as their 'God', who then exalted himself and drew countless beings to himself, which all detached 
themselves volitionally from Me and thereby plunged into the abyss....

Once all created beings glowed with light and strength, because nothing could have arisen without 
the flow of My love's strength. The reduced emanation of light only began with Lucifer's reduced love 
for Me, but this did not mean that these beings were lacking the light of realisation, for at the moment 
of creating the beings My strength of love also permeated the maker of all the beings again; but these 
moments became increasingly less frequent until he voluntarily rebelled against Me and was no longer 
able to receive any influx of strength because he rejected it by believing himself to be just as powerful 
as Me.... And then his state of mind became dark as well.... He.... who once had been in My image....  
became My direct opposite, his nature reversed completely, he had sunk into the deepest abyss and his 
followers with him, whom he regarded as his supposed power and strength. The highest being, having 
emerged from My love, had sunk the lowest, because it misused its free will, the characteristic of 
divine origin.... And it was left up to every being to aim this will in My or his direction, every being  
was able to pass the test of will because every being possessed the light of realisation and also had the 
strength at its disposal to resist the urging for its maker.... But neither will every fallen being ever lose 
My love, for My love let it arise and My love will never ever let it perish again, but until it surrenders  
its resistance it will not be able to feel My love and thus remain wretched. However, one day its 
resistance will diminish and the being will look for My love again and consciously take the path of 
return to Me.... Then it will recognise My inconceivable love, it will recognise its God and Creator in 
Jesus Christ, in Whom I Myself became for all beings the visible God, Whom they desired to see and 
Who prepared for them the path of return into the Father's house....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Explanation  of  the  act  of  creation....  about  the  will  of  the 
beings.... 

B.D. No. 8878

November 2nd 1964

t is certainly an apparent contradiction which you believe to discover, but as soon as you receive 
My teachings about it you will understand it correctly. All beings have emerged from My power, 

which flowed towards My first-created spirit in all fullness. He could not close himself off to this 
power until his fall from Me was completely accomplished. The power went to him as long as he 
wanted to use it for the coming into being of new beings, and all these beings were radiated through 
by My love power, so that they therefore were perfect and also had to be perfect, because they lacked 
nothing, neither light nor power, and moreover nothing defective could come out of Me, because until 
the apostasy of Lucifer My love power was at his disposal, because so long also the act of creation 
was an act of greatest beatification for him.... And only when he completely turned away from Me did 
his creative power cease. He saw in the endless host of created beings the evidence of his power and 
he rejected the further supply of love power.... But the apostasy extended to eternities.... And during 
this time he slowly changed his will, which in the end was directed against Me. And since the beings 
had arisen out of his will using the power out of Me, every being certainly had something of his will in 
itself, but since every act of creation put him into bliss.... because he was radiated through by My 
unmeasured love power thereby.... so he also gave up his secret resistance, thus his will, at the moment 
of creation and completely surrendered himself to My strength of love. So the being has certainly been 
begotten out of his will, which now also tried to influence the being to accept his will turned away 
from God.  But  since  it  has  now  also  been  My  product,  I  gave  to  all  beings  the  right  of  self-
determination, when it was to decide for or against him.... Because My light of love shone through 
every being with such brightness that it also recognized its producer, that it therefore did not need to 
fall, but could likewise turn towards Me, even if I was not visible to it.... When it therefore says: 

I
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Lucifer put his will into the being, then it is not to be understood that he could determine the beings 
to fall away, because every being had to decide about it itself. Because it had freedom of will exactly 
like its producer, and it did not have to think exactly like him. That is why the light shone for it in all 
fullness. It only became imperfect when it did not use this light, when it remained with its will against 
better knowledge, which therefore let the being become imperfect, because in the beginning it had 
been radiated as most perfect, which alone already resulted from it that also beings fell away from Me, 
which belonged to the first, which our both love will let come into being.... For their will was also  
free, and they could choose their lord.... The apostasy of the spirits stretched over endless long times, 
so the will of Lucifer had changed again and again in these times, he stood sometimes to Me and 
sometimes against Me.... as it drove him after the reception of My love power....  And the created 
beings were the same, soon their will belonged to Me and soon to him again, yet imperfection could 
only be spoken of when their apostasy was clearly evident, when they had decided in favour of their 
lord, Who shone for them in supreme fullness of light. Every act of creation was an exchange of love 
power,  which made the light  bearer  happy and therefore could also only produce perfection.  But 
freedom of will was a divine gift, therefore it did not need to lead to the fall, but used in the right way, 
it could earn the being an immeasurable happiness. And thus every being was also able to give its will  
the right direction, and it also had the strength to do so precisely because in its abundance of light it  
recognized where Lucifer was heading.... The fact that it followed him to the depths was therefore not 
due to its alleged "deficiency," which it thus "got" from its producer, but it was its own will, which, in 
spite of the bright light of knowledge, followed it to the depths.... It was therefore by no means pre-
loaded on the part of Lucifer with a will that turned towards God even before it was given the right of  
self-determination.... Because it was, like everything that came forth out of Me, standing in highest 
perfection.... (2.11.1964) I Myself therefore cannot contradict Me; it is the purest truth, which My 
revelations hold.  What therefore contradicts  it  does not carry My spirit  in itself,  and there is  the 
following explanation for this: firstly,  My adversary's effort to confuse your spirit,  which he then 
succeeds in doing when the bond with Me is not deep enough, when you yourselves, through your  
own thinking, give him the opportunity to confuse the concepts, and secondly, (when) you were not 
yet in (such) contact with Me which allows My influence in you.... that I was able to protect you from 
the working of immature spirits, which always come back when a person seeks the light and tries to 
extinguish this light. The more earnestly a receiver of My love light pushes towards Me, the safer My 
word sounds to him, but which then is also pure and louder and every evil spirit is repelled, which 
wants to press a light bearer. The more the will and the desire for pure truth is inherent in My light  
bearers, the more he can also be convinced of the truth of what is offered to him. That is why I also 
want that  you examine all  scriptures,  because again and again My opponent  wants to awaken an 
uncertainty in man; he wants that you doubt the truth of that what I Myself announce to you. But you 
are to prove your faith to Me, you are not to let yourselves be diverted from the truth of My word  
through his work, because I will always enlighten your spirit that you recognize it if and when he has  
intruded to invalidate My work....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

How long Lucifer could create?.... B.D. No. 5645

April 6th 1953

y strength was effective in the first-created being so long, until the decision of will was put 
down completely, or even: Lucifer or light bearer could still create beings so long, as he was 

still full of My love strength, which, however, weakened itself always more with his constant fall in 
the depth, with his removing from Me, at last to be completely ineffective.... So I did not take away 
the strength from this first created being, but he himself made it ineffective, as soon as he removed 
endlessly far away from Me.... But the act of decision of the will was no a thing of the moment, it was  
also this decision a process, that extended over endless times, because also the will in Lucifer against 
Me developed slowly, and accordingly were also the beings, who were created by him, they had more 

M
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or less a will in them facing away from Me. So long as the first created being had not yet made a 
complete break with Me, it was also still active creating and shaping, but more and more the ability to  
create faded away, however not limited by Me, but  original legally My strength lost its effects, the 
moment as it came across resistance. So long as the first created being remained in the area of My 
strength of love, it could also create, but always according to his will, to accept My strength in the 
knowledge, that he got it from Me as the original source of the force. This time of the still undecided  
will  was fully  enough to the creation of countless beings  with likewise indecisive will,  that then 
always turned away from Me more and also the first created being had become unable, to bring more 
beings into life. The intimate contact with Me let stream unrestrained force towards the being, who 
was  once  created  by  My love....  The  final  separation  from Me had led  inevitably  to  a  complete 
weakness too. The force effect reduced itself to the same degree, as the will itself turned away from 
Me. But so long as it used My strength to create, it also accepted Me as power source, but did not 
transfer this knowledge to the beings, who were brought into life by him....

And when it did not want to obtain more strength from Me volitionally, in the faith to possess this 
itself, its decision of will was made.... It rejected the force, and that meant endless distance from Me 
and thus weakness, so that after his fall in the depth his power was broken too, to be created further  
beings  through  his  will....  Understand  it  right:  It  was  an  immensely  long time  between  the  first 
moment of opposing and the complete turning away from Me, and the created being was also designed 
accordingly in this time, so why it was necessary, that I had to radiate through all being with My light 
of knowledge, from which I demanded the decision of will, but which it used differently as well, as it 
itself had a different nature.... But it could decide right, the kind of its creation was not determining, 
but the will of every being was free. By a fall into the depth could already be spoken in the moment of 
the first volitional turning away from Me....  but that was so far not acomplished completely, as I 
Myself was still recognized as a source of strength.... And so long the first created being could use the  
unlimited strength, which is given him by Me, according to his will.... For so long it remained in the 
current circuit of My love, as it recognized Myself. But it came out of this current circuit, as it resisted 
Me  consciously....  when  it  itself  rejected  the  strength,  not  to  need  to  recognize  Me,  because  it 
imagined itself strong and powerful enough, to be able to create and design high-handedly.... Now My 
strength remained ineffective according to the original  law of eternity....  And now no creation of 
beings was possible too, because now I used My whole strength of love for returning of the fallen 
spiritual.... The spiritual work of creation was completed, now the deification of creation began, the 
education of the creatures to My children in free will.... a work, to which is My complete strength of 
love and that  also My opponent  will  not  be able  to  prevent,  to  whom at  last  this  opponent  will  
surrender voluntarily too, to reach the state of unlimited strength again and to use this now according 
to My will....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Did God cause the apostasy?.... B.D. No. 7932

July 2nd 1961

ne day you humans will understand that I Myself will never exert and never have exerted My 
influence over the spiritual being which I externalised as free and independent.... For as soon as I 

created it as a self-aware being it was also endowed with free will, and this free will was not in the  
slightest tied to My will, to My illumination of love or any other influence on My part.... The will was 
entirely free and able to decide either way. But the fact that the being possessed free will was also the 
guarantee that one day it would be able to change the state of a 'living creation' into the state of a 
'child', which would have been unthinkable without free will. But My objective at the creation of the 
beings was true 'children of God'.... thus beings of supreme perfection which, however, had to attain 
this perfection themselves. The question will always arise in you humans as to whether the thought of 
apostasy was implanted by Me in these beings, as to whether they, in a manner of speaking, had to fall 
away, because I had set Myself this goal.... 'true children'.... when I created the beings. In that case you 
can also dispute the beings' free will,  but this was the cause of, as well as the possibility for, the 
apostasy. However, I foresaw from the very beginning how My living creations would use their free 
will and, therefore, I was also able to recognise the justified  goal in this apostasy. Yet neither the 
apostasy nor the goal was in any way determined by Me.... The apostasy was the result of free will 
and therefore did not have to happen.... The goal is the result of free will again.... It will be achieved 
one day but the time it takes is determined by the being.... And so it must be said that I certainly know 
everything, that one thing always substantiates the other and that no apostasy could have happened 
had I denied the being free will.... but that the goal I had in mind at the creation of all beings and 
which only signified supreme bliss even if it were preceded by times of immeasurable agonies, would 
then have become invalid.... Nevertheless, the voluntary apostasy of the beings was a transgression 
against Me and My love, for the being could have adapted its will to Mine, it did not have to turn  
away from Me and leave the law of eternal order.... And countless beings provided the evidence for 
this by remaining with Me and nevertheless being inconceivably happy.... These beings will also be 
permitted to attain the childship to God if they want to take the path through the abyss for the purpose 
of their fallen brothers' redemption....

O

But the apostasy was not  My doing,  My will; yet for the sake of the highest goal I allowed it to 
happen and only ever emphasise again that these beings possessed absolute realisation, that they were 
illuminated by brightest light and that, through their wrongly inclined direction of will, they misused 
their freedom of will, which subsequently led to their wretched state. I did not prevent this apostasy or 
I Myself would not have respected their freedom of will, but this characterised the being as a divine 
one, because something perfect without free will was unthinkable. And once you have reached the 
goal  of  having  become  a  true  child  of  God,  then  My  plan  of  deification  will  be  completely  
understandable to you, and you will also regard the spirits' apostasy with different eyes, even though it 
gravely  transgressed  against  My  love.  And  since  the  law  of  eternal  order  is  unchangeable,  this 
deification could only ever proceed lawfully; it could not be attained in any other way because all 
divine characteristics, which I placed into the being at its creation, must be aspired to voluntarily 
which, due to the apostasy from Me, became a necessity but was also considerably more difficult than 
voluntarily remaining in the state of perfection.... The fact that the beings had fallen away and thus 
sinned against Me led to an extremely long state of torment.... which could never have happened had I 
Myself caused this apostasy in some form or other.... These beings' perfection cannot be doubted and 
yet they fell.... which can only ever be explained by their freedom of will, which was also a gift of 
grace that will never be taken away from them.... And the fallen spiritual beings' process of return also 
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provided the non-fallen beings with the opportunity of attaining the childship to God, because they 
may also take the path through the 'abyss' for a redemptive mission.... that the 'apostasy from Me' is  
therefore not the sole prerequisite in order to attain the childship to God, but that I truly have other 
ways as well of shaping My created beings into My children.... Hence the apostasy was not necessary 
but  possible on  account  of  freedom of  will.  And I  foresaw it  from the  very  beginning and was 
therefore able to base My plan of Salvation on it,  which made Me as well  as My created beings  
extremely happy and which I will certainly achieve one day. And you, too, will one day be in the state  
of  highest perfection and realise  and understand the immeasurable love I  have for all  My living 
creations and that this love can only ever bring forth goodness and, therefore, will also help those who 
died of their own fault attain eternal life again....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Free will caused the apostasy.... Deification.... B.D. No. 6991

December 11th 1957

nly perfection came forth from Me.... for profound love and supreme wisdom created everything 
and nothing  was  impossible  for  My power.  Hence  I  was  also  able  to  externalise  beings  of  

supreme perfection which, as My images, were very pleasing to Me. They were created as miniatures 
of Myself and it made Me extremely happy to allow these creations of Mine to create and work in an  
abundance of light  and strength in order  to  also bestow upon them the same pleasure of  finding 
happiness  in  their  created  works.  All  beings  were  therefore  permeated  by  the  necessary  creative 
strength which enabled them to be likewise creatively active. However, they were more or less only 
the 'implementers of My will', since with the strength of love flowing to them the beings were also 
imbued by My will, thus they would only ever have remained My 'creatures' had I not externalised 
them as completely free beings, with free will, which they were able to display in any direction. Only 
this made them supremely perfect, but it also enabled them to lose their perfection.... As long as they 
were governed by My will they would never have lost their state of perfection, free will, however, 
provided them with this opportunity, just as, on the other hand, it also enabled the complete deification 
of the 'created' beings.... so that they, like children, were able to partake in My activity and creating of 
their own free will and yet with Me and in absolute accord with My will. Then the highest goal will 
have been reached which I had intended when I created beings in My love and My power.... For then 
the being can no longer lose its perfection and can be described as infinitely happy. But it would have 
been possible for every being, as there was no reason to turn away from Me when it was able to make 
use of its free will. It was perfect and only needed to use its will to remain in this perfection.... The 
explanation that it became imperfect and fell was due to its awareness of strength and light, for it 
wanted to prove that it was full of light and strength. And thus it misjudged My love, which bestowed 
everything entirely selflessly upon the being in order to make it happy. Just a single arrogant thought 
was  enough to  cloud the  light  of  realisation  and this  was  followed by increasingly  more  wrong 
thoughts, which turned its will in the wrong direction because it was free.

O

It is difficult to make you humans understand how it is possible for a perfect being to fall in the first  
place.... because perfection always signifies light as well, i.e. complete realisation.... But precisely the 
awareness of its abundant strength made the being consider the strength within itself more than the 
light, and the abundance of strength made it easy for it to become arrogant, which instantly clouded 
the light.  Like Myself  the being was constantly able to externalise new creations and it  began to 
displace Me, the primary source of strength.... It no longer wanted to acknowledge its relationship of 
dependency  on  Me  and  once  it  had  embraced  this  thought  it  also  lost  track  of  the  dreadful 
consequences resulting from its direction of will. However, a free being externalised by Me must also 
have  the  freedom to  be  able  to  change its  nature....  for  perfections  should  not  denote  a  state  of  
compulsion for the being, otherwise it truly couldn't be called to be in My image. But the being will  
indeed always keep this  freedom of self-transformation;  consequently,  from its  freely chosen and 
created  state  of  imperfection  it  can  also  attain  supreme  perfection  again  and  thereby  reach  My 
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intended goal that it becomes and remains My child. I would never have been able to  create such 
'children' for Myself because the divine characteristic of free will has to become active by itself.... so 
that  that  the living creation  in  its  perfection  as  granted by Me was able  to  want  to  remain  in  it  
voluntarily or.... if it failed this test of will.... had to acquire the degree of perfection again which it 
once forfeited of its own free will....  Anyone who can grasp this enigma will also understand My 
eternal plan of Salvation and he will know that only infinite love and wisdom was able to devise such 
a plan, because I want to prepare a fate for My created beings which signifies supreme happiness 
forever.... And My love, wisdom and might will pursue this goal until it is reached, until all spiritual 
beings having emerged from Me can create and work by My side in supreme beatitude, as intended by 
My plan of eternity....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

Testing of the will of the first-created being.... B.D. No. 8055

December 5th 1961

 being was once created by Me which has now become My most bitter enemy and adversary....  
This being likewise emerged from My love, it was put forth as the first being by Me because I 

wanted to create a vessel for Myself into which I could let My love flow.... My love was exceedingly 
great and it wanted to communicate.... and since My will alone was sufficient I created an image for 
Myself, a being which was exceedingly perfect, which I was able to radiate with My strength of love 
and which, like Me, was now to create and work for its own happiness.... I wanted to give Myself  
away, I wanted to find a resonance for My immeasurable abundance of light and strength and thus 
created a being which could catch this flow of love, a being in which I could recognize Myself, which  
was My image.... And all My love was directed towards this being. I made it happy and found My 
own happiness in this happiness.... it stood in the highest abundance of power and strength, it was a 
reflection of Myself which, being exceedingly perfect, also carried the same will and creative urge 
within  itself  and  was  now  incomparably  blissful  with  Me....  And  this  being  was  active,  its 
immeasurable strength urged it to create identical beings, its will used the strength flowing to it from 
Me and again and again gave rise to new beings which, like it,  were supremely perfect, for only 
perfection could emerge from My strength of love, and the first-created being was of the same will as 
Me, in the same light, and was united with Me in deepest love, so that supreme bliss filled this being 
and it expressed its bliss again and again by creating beings identical to it.... It was a state which could 
have lasted forever and yet did not remain so.... For everything created were 'works' of My love.... It  
was perfect because nothing  imperfect could come forth from Me.... My love for the first-created 
being was overpowering and its love also belonged to Me, Whom it certainly recognized but could not 
behold. I constantly beamed My love at this being but I did not force it to return the love to Me in the 
same measure, instead, I made the reciprocation of My love freely available to it.... I had created the 
being with free will because free will inevitably belongs to perfection. My will was indeed apparent to 
the  being  at  all  times,  it  was,  as  it  were,  anchored  in  My  word,  through  which  the  creator's 
communication  with  His  created  being was established....  The  'word'  was the  thought  which  had 
become form, which radiated into the being and which the being was also able to reciprocate, so that 
the most intimate exchange took place between us, which made both the being and Me immeasurably 
happy.... And thus the being knew about My will and in its love completely entered into My will....  
(5.12.1961) And now I wanted to test its love, it was to provide Me with the evidence that its love for 
Me entered into My will in completely free will, although it  could also think and want differently, 
because as a divine being it was not subject to any coercion, because love was the only thing which 
could have determined the direction of its will.... My first-created being had created countless beings 
of the same kind out of its will using My constantly flowing strength of love, and its will was always 
in unison with Mine because deepest love united it with Me.... And these acts of creation made the 
being immensely happy.... It constantly received strength of love and constantly used this strength of 
love in My will.... until I demanded the decision of its will from it in all freedom.... i.e., it became 
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aware that it could also work on its own authority, that it was not hindered in any way because it was 
not subject to any limitation.... because it was a free being which was only bound to Me through 
love.... And since the being was able to receive the thoughts flowing to it from Me.... My word.... 
flowing to it from Me and to take a position on them itself, it was also possible for it to view them  
negatively.... that is, to oppose them with his free will. And so it also came to terms with the thought 
that despite its highest abundance of light and strength, despite its highest perfection, it was always 
only a recipient of strength, but not a source of strength.... To mentally adjust itself to this was My 
test of will, which the highest spirit of light truly could have passed if its love so filled it that it would 
have  submitted  itself  to  Me as  its  creator  in  free  will,  which,  however,  would  never  have  been 
detrimental to its ranking because My love for it was so great that it would never have needed to feel 
its dependence on Me.... But it would have still increased in its bliss through the passed test of will, in  
its perfection, which was now no longer just My work but had also been proven by itself as its own 
will.... But the being failed.... It became My adversary out of the spirit of light Lucifer.... He could not  
see Me but he saw the army of beings he himself had brought into being, and he was aware of its  
immense power, and this awareness made him become arrogant.... He exalted himself and rejected any 
further illumination of love on My part.... This turning away from Me was a process which lasted for 
eternity and which can only be depicted to you humans, for the spiritual motives cannot be explained 
to you in a comprehensible way as long as you dwell on earth. I had created an  image for Myself 
which turned itself into the opposite and was also able to do so despite all abundance of light because 
it was a completely free being which was in no way subject to compulsion or limited in its thinking  
and willing.... Nevertheless, its fall and also the fall of countless beings into the abyss is the path to the 
highest perfection.... because it creates the possibility of transformation into gods.... which I  could 
never create because the created being's free will has to accomplish this itself. The product of My love 
turned away from Me.... In its original substance it was love itself which turned away, which no longer 
gave  itself  away  but  desired  to  possess....  and  which  therefore  completely  contradicted  My 
fundamental nature. Yet it was My emanated strength of love which irrevocably has to return to Me 
according to the order of eternity. But first the being must have changed again, and it must accomplish 
this change in free will. And every once fallen being will also reach this aim, even though eternities  
are necessary for this.... Even the first created being, which My infinite love had externalized from 
Me, will accomplish this transformation in itself, and it will be able to enter into highest glories.... but 
before that it will serve Me as an antipole because it has shaped itself into it.... For his kingdom also 
serves Me, he himself also works with.... even if unconsciously.... in the perfection of all spiritual 
things....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Cause of Lucifer's apostasy from God.... B.D. No. 8672

November 13th 1963

hen I called miniatures of Myself into being I was motivated to do so by My infinite love 
which wanted to give itself away, which wanted to create vessels for itself in order to flow into 

them.... My love demonstrates itself as strength, and this strength wanted to be creatively active, and 
thus My creations.... because My strength flowed into these vessels.... likewise had to be creatively 
active  again,  for  these  beings,  as  images  of  Myself,  had  the  same  intrinsic  creative  urge  which 
impelled the constantly inflowing strength into activity again, because the strength which emanated 
from Me as the primary source of strength constantly created life. And thus you will understand that  
all  beings which had come forth from Me were in a  state where they knew no restriction in the 
creation of manifold works, which made them blissfully happy....  but that they, like Me, were not 
subjected to any restriction either, for My love was infinite, and thus My strength of love flowed into 
all beings in order to give them pleasure.

W

Neither did the being's creative activity ever come to a standstill,  because My  strength had no 
limitation, it  will never spend itself,  it  will always and forever flow, and thus new creations will 
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eternally arise, just as all My once emanated beings will receive My unlimited strength for creating 
and shaping as long as they open themselves to Me, i.e., as long as they do not resist My illumination 
of love. And this blissful state truly would never have needed to end because I, for  My part, would 
never have imposed a restriction on the beings and thus they never needed to fear a lessening of 
strength either. And yet a change occurred in the beings'  greater than blissful state....  caused by a 
situation which the beings considered to be imperfect: the fact that I Myself, their God and Creator, 
was not visible to them as a being like themselves, that they indeed knew of Me as their Father from 
Whom they had originated, but because I did not visibly present Myself to them they looked at it as a 
limitation of My perfection. They began to entertain wrong thoughts since they did not openly raise 
this question with Me Myself, which I would have answered so that they could have realised and 
corrected their wrong notion....

But they believed they could conceal these inner doubts about My perfection, and yet I knew of 
them.... However, I did not use coercion but gave their thoughts free rein which they nevertheless 
misused.... For they also recognised the same doubts about My perfection in the  first being I had 
externalised and whose beauty radiated in supreme brilliance.... For eternities this being had given Me 
all its love indeed, and in this love it was exceedingly happy and shared My will.... even though its 
will was also free.

Yet now and then small doubts arose even in this brightly radiating being because it could not see 
Me either. Nevertheless, time and again its great love for Me suppressed the emerging doubts, and it 
gave itself to Me finding its beatitude in constantly creating same-natured beings by means of its will 
and the use of My strength. Yet this doubt about Me kept emerging and he, too, did not put it to Me,  
which he could have done....  He nourished the doubt so that it  became increasingly stronger and 
reduced his love for Me.... But thereby he also weakened himself since his reduced love for Me also 
lessened My flow of love and thus restricted his creative activity as well.

Had he been able to see Me it would not have been possible for him to turn away from Me, yet the 
fire of My love would have consumed him, for no created being is able to look into the primal fire of 
My love without ceasing to exist....  He knew it,  too, because he possessed supremely enlightened 
awareness, yet he played with the thought to be greater than Me because he radiated in brightest light 
and supremely perfected beauty.... He could not imagine any being to exceed him in light and beauty, 
and therefore he also claimed the right to rule over all created beings, whom he undoubtedly had 
created but the strength to do so he had received from Me. He now saw his power in the host of the  
spiritual beings and therefore believed himself able to do without My strength, he believed that he had 
withdrawn it from Me through the creation of the countless beings, and the fact that I did not visibly 
present Myself to him was regarded by him as evidence of My powerlessness....

And I did not disillusion him because I had externalised him as a completely free being which I will  
never ever compel into changing its will and its thinking.... even if he keeps his distance from Me for 
eternities.  Now  My  strength  met  with  opposition  and  resistance,  and  consequently  it  remained 
completely ineffective. And now this, My first-created being, is no longer capable of generating any 
works of creation, yet it believes itself great and powerful because it looks upon the immense number 
of  spiritual  beings  as  his possession,  who,  like  him,  had  revolted  against  Me  and  rejected  My 
illumination of love.... They, too, are incapable of any activity, because they also moved infinitely far  
away from Me. But it was their free will, which I respect and thus they will remain distant from Me 
until they voluntarily approach Me again and appeal to Me for My illumination of love.... Even the 
first-created being.... My present adversary.... will take the path of return to Me one day, sooner or  
later he, too, will long for My illumination of love again and voluntarily accept it from Me, because 
one day he will give up his resistance, even if it takes an eternity.... Yet everything that was once 
emanated by Me as strength will inevitably return to the eternal source of strength again....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Fall into the depth is the same as being without knowledge.... B.D. No. 6765

February 18th 1957

n recognition of the truth is the whole salvation of the being.... Once it was standing in the light, in 
the highest knowledge, and therefore it was also blessed in excess. For the being recognized My 

love, wisdom and power.... it knew, that it was created by Me, and it also knew its purpose. It was 
constantly illuminated by My strength of love,  there was nothing dark,  nothing unknown for this 
being,  and  there  was  nothing,  that  the  being  limited  in  his  will  and  his  strength....  It  was  an 
unspeakably blissful state,  a being in most luminous spheres, who, filled with My thoughts, even 
could be recognizable these thoughts to the beings.... It was a constant overflowing of My original 
being into all these beings created by Me, which also produced unlimited salvation in these beings. 
But the state of the beings changed.... What streamed to them abundantly, they refused in free will....  
when the first by Me created being misused its free will and turned it against Me.... a process, which 
was from far-reaching importance for all spiritual, once come out of Me. Indeed that first being was 
also in highest knowledge, because it was created as My image, it was My equal in its nature, except 
that it was not from eternity, but it was created by Me, so My will and My urge of love let arise it at 
first.... And this being envied My priority to be of “eternity“, while itself had a “beginning“.... And 
since it was not able to watch Me, it set itself up as master of all created beings, which also accepted it 
in large part as their Lord....  in spite of brightest knowledge....  And it lost all qualities, that (still)  
characterize it as a divine being, because it abused the characteristic of divinity, the free will, and 
because  it  was  completely  without  any  love.  It  sank  into  the  darkness....  And  its  condition  was 
unblessed,  it  was  without  light  and  strength,  and  it  remained  in  this  unfortunate  condition  for 
eternities.... But the will of the first created being and also of its following was not able to drive out 
Myself, the eternal truth, the light of eternity.... It was well to refuse Me its recognition, it could turn 
away from Me, but it could not destroy Me, blot out, let pass away.... I was and remained the power, 
That has control of all and to Whom also the fallen spirits must be subordinated, if this is My will. But  
I let him the freedom.... I let fall the beings, where they strove self-willed, to the depth. But I too do 
not refuse the being, if it wants to rise out of the depth again, if it makes the way to Me again and 
wants to receive strength and light again from Me.... I help it to get rather that and use all means. And 
because they lack any cognition, because they are completely without any light and each knowledge, I 
give it also the possibility once again, to obtain this light.... I let get the beings into the state again after 
an endlessly long way of development, that they are able to recognize, if they are willing to that.... 
And this is in the stage as man, where I send the truth to the being, to put it back into a state of bliss  
again.... but where the free will has to do this again.... What it once had, it must be acquired only now, 
but this will for that is evaluated very highly, and then the being reaches a level of light, which still  
exceeds the former level of light, because it has not only become My creature now, but My child, who 
had well the freedom, to remain in the depth, but still strove for the height on its own initiative and is 
unspeakably blessed now, because it stands in the light of truth again, because any darkness has left it,  
because all divine features fulfill the being in full measure and because it can not be pushed away any 
more now from Me through My opponent.... that first created being.... whose guilt is far greater, to 
have separated itself from Me, and therefore it needs also far more time, to go back the path of return 
to Me, but that will also recognize one day, that the unlimited salvation is only found with Me, its 
Father of eternity....

I

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Lucifer and his apostasy from God.... B.D. No. 6954

October 25th 1957

y plan from eternity is the return of the spiritual, which My adversary bound to himself after his 
fall into the abyss, after his apostasy from Me and his rebellion against Me. My adversary 

emerged from My love as a first-created being.... I had created this being in My image and therefore it  
stood by My side in an inconceivable abundance of light and strength,  exceedingly powerful and 
wise.... it was the most blissful creature because My love constantly permeated it, bestowed supreme 
beatitude upon it and again and again sought to increase this beatitude for that being. My fundamental 
being  was reflected  in  this  being  created  by  Me,  except  that  it  was  visibly  externalized  for  Me, 
whereas the being was unable to behold Me Itself. But it knew of Me, it knew that I had let it come 
into being and that it received this blissful strength of love from Me. For I Myself transferred that 
knowledge to My image because I Myself wanted to establish an exchange of our thoughts with it....  
because I had also given it the ability to understand the 'word' which sounded in it as an imprinted 
thought and which it was now likewise able to return and thus the most blissful exchange took place 
between us for the sake of which I had let the being arise. For My infinite love sought a resonance, it  
sought a vessel into which it could pour itself, it sought an object which it could make happy, for 
which it wanted to prepare the most blissful existence forever.... This plan had certainly been designed 
by Me since eternity but it always left open the question whether this being would also join My plan, 
because it was created in all freedom of will and externalized by Me as an independent being which 
could also determine itself. Although My thoughts in the form of the word resounded in it, the being  
was nevertheless not forced to think and want like Me.... It possessed the ability to consider My word 
in all directions.... it was therefore able to arbitrarily give the word a meaning for itself which I had 
not put into it. But it was only able to do so as soon as it entered into an inverted relationship with 
Me, its God and creator.... whereas it completely agreed with Me in its thoughts and intentions as long 
as it opened itself to Me with devoted love in order to receive My ray of love. But the being was also 
aware of this very ability and therefore also attempted the state of repelling My strength of love in 
order to be able to  form its  thoughts according to its  own will  completely uninfluenced....  These 
attempts only took place after an infinitely long time of unlimited bliss which My love had prepared 
for the being.... And during this time of the first-created being's most intimate communion with Me it 
was creatively active to such an extent that it called countless beings into being, because this urge for 
exchange, for objects to receive its love, was also present in it as a sign of My image and I therefore  
constantly supplied the being with the strength necessary for creation. However, when the being made 
the first attempts to repel My inflowing strength of love, the process of wrong thinking also began.... 
and the strength to create temporarily diminished.... But the being also felt the decrease in bliss and 
turned to Me again in pure love, so that I was able to make it happy again as before and the creation of 
supremely  perfect  beings  also  continued  again....  But  those  temporary  interruptions  increased.... 
(25.10.1957) For again and again the being considered within itself whether it should not be able to 
achieve and create the same without Me, and it also tested itself in its creative activity by temporarily 
isolating itself from Me, thus also denying Me the supply of strength of love, and yet used its existing 
strength to create beings entirely according to its will, which then also already carried something of its 
will within themselves. But these were only ever short attempts and it always returned to Me again in 
order to experience the happiness through My strength of love.  Its thinking, however, took on an 
increasingly more hostile form.... The strength of love, which it knew had its origin in Me, was envied 
by this being.... of light bearers.... Me, and he toyed with the thought of inducing Me to divest Myself 
of My strength of love by perpetually creating new beings, of appropriating the right of possession 
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over these beings for himself and thus weakening Me.... while he wanted to enjoy the evidence of My 
strength  withdrawn  from  Me  and  surpass  Me  in  power  and  strength....  These  thoughts  did  not 
suddenly arise in him, but a single wrong thought.... one moment of wrongly-directed thinking.... gave 
place to ever new wrong ideas. The light-bearer was at odds with himself. And he could easily have 
found his way out of this conflict if he had discussed it with Me, which was certainly possible for him. 
He constantly drew My strength of love, and precisely this uninterrupted influx caused him to think 
wrongly that this influx would not change forever, even if he isolated himself from the one Whom he 
certainly recognized as his God and creator. But every thought directed  against Me weakened the 
supply of strength and caused him to become ever  more rebellious against  Me....  until  he finally 
completely renounced Me and thereby also put an end to the influx of strength which enabled him to 
create.... But during this infinitely long time an endless number of beings had also emerged from his  
will with the help of My strength, which were of the same inner nature as their creator was to Me at 
the moment of creation.... But My strength of love permeated all beings otherwise they could not have 
come into being, and this strength of love also urged all these beings towards Me to the same extent as 
towards their producer. For although the latter placed his wrong will into these beings, the light of 
realization was nevertheless still in them which ignited My strength of love in them. Hence the beings 
were  not yet  sinful when My now adversary let them  come into being. But they were also easily 
inclined to believe his ideas when he presented himself as the highest being, because none of the 
created beings could see Me. They were impelled by love for Me, yet the one who was visible to them 
wanted to be acknowledged by them as God and creator, and He was also acknowledged by those 
beings whose act of creation had taken place at the moment of an inner opposition to Me.... Light was 
given to those souls from Me, they were also able to hear My word and they were also able to think.... 
Hence they need not have believed his ideas and acknowledged him, but their will was also free, they 
could neither be forced by Me nor by My adversary, and therefore they became sinful when they were 
supposed to  use the right  of self-determination and decided in  favour  of  My adversary.  For  they 
recognized Me even though they were unable to see Me, but they voluntarily followed the one they 
could see.... It was, as it were, a decision against their better knowledge.... and therefore a huge guilt 
which caused the being's complete weakening, a darkened spiritual state and lack of all strength.... For 
the influx of My strength of love was consciously rejected when they followed My adversary into the 
abyss.... Only those who are able to grasp the perfection in which all beings once emerged from Me,  
how brightly the light shone in all of them, can imagine the magnitude of their guilt for having given 
up the light and followed the one who led them into darkness. All these fallen beings could not have  
been called to account if they had been deprived of all knowledge beforehand by My adversary's will, 
but they were all products of My strength of love, and thus they were also permeated by it and, as  
beings of light, able to make the right decision when this was required of them. But they directed the 
will in themselves wrongly, and they were not prevented from doing so, and therefore the distance 
from Me is also in accordance with their guilt, and the return to Me requires eternities and can also 
only take place when the substitutionary atonement of the man Jesus is acknowledged and requested 
by every being which once fell....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

Apostasy of beings from God.... B.D. No. 7471

December 5th 1959

n the beginning all beingness shone in the brightest splendour of their perfection....  It was like 
God.... His images were created in which the eternal godhead was reflected, in which God found 

His essence in the tiniest measure, for they were sparks of His radiated fire of love, they were sparks 
of strength which radiated from the source of strength from eternity.... These beings were infinitely 
blissful, they were close to the father, they constantly received the blissful strength of love and were 
able to create and work with this strength according to their will, which was also the will of God....  
But this state of the beings did not remain such that they stood in the same will with God.... For the 
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will was free and was not forced to direct itself towards God. It was free to turn, even from God to 
another  pole....  And  that  is  what  the  beingness  did,  it  directed  its  will  wrongly.  But  since  the 
attainment of the highest perfection of these beings was at stake, a test of will could not be avoided 
and therefore they were faced with a decision.... They knew that they had emerged from God, from a 
creative power Which also continued to permeate them with strength of love.... But they could not see 
it.... whereas they could behold that being which shone in glory, which had emerged from God first 
and from Whose will they themselves were also begotten as beings using that strength from God.... 
Standing in highest realization through the light of love which continuously shone towards them, they 
knew about this process of creating beings through the will of Lucifer and the power of God.... But 
they  were  able  to  see  the  radiant  being  of  light,  Lucifer,  while  God Himself  was  and  remained 
inaccessible to them. And now their will was to decide in favour of their creator and shaper from 
eternity.... And the will of the beingness split.... One part remained faithful to its creator, Whom it  
recognized as  the only active elementary power,  while  a  large part  turned to  the visible  spirit  in 
deluded thinking, although it did not lack realization, but it allowed itself to be dazzled by the beauty 
of Lucifer, Who shone in all glory as long as He was still united with God. The separation from Him, 
however,  lasted for an infinitely long time until  his being was so darkened that it  was no longer 
aspired to by the beings as 'God' but was only regarded as a lord who had the beings under his control. 
But in the beginning he shone in brightest brilliance, and during this time the beingness still decided 
in  his  favour.  The  fall  therefore  already  happened  when  the  beings  turned  towards  their  radiant 
producer and put God aside because He was not visible to them. Only after the fall did their spirit 
darken, after the fall the being fell into darkness, by which is to be understood the state of complete 
lack of knowledge in which all spiritual beings which had fallen away from God languish in eternal 
torment.... But this decision of will had to take place once, free will had to be tested as to which 
direction it turned, because the highest perfection depends on it, the state of the being, which cannot 
be created but has to be established by the being itself. However, the fact that countless beings have 
fallen does not prevent them from once again using their will correctly (rightly) and taking the path of 
return to God again, but then He will have made perfect children out of the beings who will still be 
blissfully happy to a far greater degree than the beings could have been in the beginning as 'created' 
beings....  Yet endless times will  pass until  the being has shaped itself  back into perfection again, 
because free will will always be decisive if the highest perfection is to be achieved.... because free will 
will always be tested again, which has to turn completely to God in Jesus Christ, Who is now the 
visible God for Whom the being longed and with Whom it will also unite in its perfection....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

God only created beings of equal perfection.... I. B.D. No. 8797

April 3rd 1964

 only emanated one being.... Lucifer, the bearer of light.... whom I created for Myself in order to 
give Myself and My love to him, and which therefore was shaped in My image which came forth 

from Me in  supreme perfection,  which  arose  before  Me as  a  thought  and  already  existed  in  its 
abundance of light and strength.... as could not otherwise be possible because nothing imperfect could 
emerge from Me. I created this being for My own happiness, because My fundamental nature is love 
and love constantly wants to give pleasure, but prior to this no spiritual being existed which was able 
to receive My love. It was a mirror image of Myself, I saw Myself in My externalised being, it was, to 
some extent, My second Self, which likewise unified love, wisdom and might within itself so that it 
could not be anything else but I Myself, and which therefore was also inexpressibly happy because it  
was constantly infused by My strength of love. I wanted an identical being next to Me because My 
creative  strength  made  Me  exceedingly  happy  and  I  wanted  to  provide  a  being  with  the  same 
happiness in order to take pleasure in its bliss. My fundamental substance is love, and this love, in 
turn, is strength. My strength of love was unable to remain inactive and constantly brought spiritual 
creations into being. Yet no-one apart from Me was able to take pleasure in these creations and this 
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motivated Me to create a likeness of Myself.... a being which had the same nature as I Myself, with 
the difference that it had a beginning, whereas I Am everlasting. I enjoyed beatitudes beyond measure 
by radiating My strength of love into My created being which then, permeated by the same strength of 
love, also wanted to be creatively active and was able to do so because it was completely free. It was 
utterly absorbed in My love, a constant exchange of love took place, for the love I gave was returned 
to Me by the being in the same way. The being was fond of Me and totally engrossed with Me. And 
that  resulted  in  unimpeded  illumination  with  love,  unimpeded  illumination  with  strength  which 
wanted to become active. And since the creation of the first spirit of light had given Me extreme 
happiness, its bliss also consisted of the creation of the same beings.... thus from both of our strength 
of  love  a  countless  host  of  the  same  beings  emerged,  which  were  all  supremely  perfect  and 
exceedingly blissful. This process has already been explained to you though My revelations. And yet 
you keep asking questions as to who really was the creator of the elevated and highest beings of light, 
because in your state as a human being you already have a different concept of the originally created 
spirit of light, since you are no longer in possession of full realisation as a result of sin.

However, you forget that all original spirits have their origin in Me and the bearer of light.... that the 
latter used My strength for the creation of all spiritual beings.... that you therefore came forth from Me 
and from him, but his will used My strength which flowed to him without restriction. And therefore 
you will also understand that the bearer of light had an exceptional position, because he was the only 
one who was called into life by Me. Although he certainly lost his strength and power through his 
apostasy from Me, he lost his realisation and fell into the deepest abyss, he is nevertheless still the 
same originally created spirit, which is now as active as a direct opposite as he was formerly devoted 
to Me with burning love and enjoyed supreme beatitudes. All other fallen beings were dissolved in 
their  fundamental  substance,  the  once  emanated  strength  was  reshaped  into  the  most  manifold 
creations. The bearer of light, however, having lost all light, remained the being he was from the start, 
he merely turned into the opposite, so that he became My opposite pole and now serves Me as an 
opposite pole in the return of the fallen spiritual beings. For these spiritual beings had once been put to 
the test to acknowledge Me or him, and they followed him and became lost. And now they will be 
tested time and again, for My existing adversary insists on his claim on the fallen beings, just as I will 
not surrender  them since they emerged from My strength of love,  but the being itself  makes the 
decision. My adversary asserts his rights and influences the beings in a negative sense, while I try to 
win the beings over for Me through influencing them in a positive way. And countless beings support 
Me; they, too, were created by him but they recognised Me as the source of strength from which he 
also originated. And they have remained in beatitude because they still receive My strength of love 
continuously and are active in a creative and shaping way. However, self-aware beings were only 
externalised by Me and the bearer of light in unison, and these self-aware beings will indeed continue 
to exist forever. Only the once fallen beings lost their self-awareness for a certain period of time in 
order to be able to accomplish the ascent from the abyss again in a dissolved state. But they will 
receive their self-awareness again as soon they have to pass their final test of will as a human being.  
But My spiritual adversary must be taken into account at all times, for he remained what he was.... 
and he will continue to remain who he is for infinitely long periods of time; even so, one day he will 
change his nature again and reshape himself into love, and he, too, will be blissfully happy without 
limitation again. Then My love will permeate him again, as it was in the beginning.

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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God only created beings of equal perfection.... II. B.D. No. 8798

April 4th 1964

(Continuation of no. 8797)

However, after the creation of My first being of light nothing of inferior value emerged from Me 
Myself and this being of light. Your human thinking is still limited because you are not perfect yet, 
and thus the thought occurred to you that the beings, having emerged from our mutual love, cannot be 
put on par with the first-created being. But this thought is misguided, because it was the same strength 
and the same will of love which brought them to life, therefore there were only ever supremely perfect 
beings.... true images of Myself.... You humans indeed compare your fellow human beings, you can 
detect more mature and immature traits of nature, consequently you also assume that you can make 
such  evaluations  regarding  the  originally  created  beings.  But  surely  you  understand  that  such 
valuations are not appropriate concerning the creations which came forth from Me and My love. All 
creations of a spiritual nature were only of the highest perfection, and in particular the created beings 
were of supreme perfection. The fact that part of them nevertheless fell does not entitle you to assume 
that these 'fallen' beings were less perfect and fell because their creator Lucifer, due to his recurring 
rejection of My strength of love, had created inferior beings. For even a number of the first beings 
which were created by our will of love followed him when he turned away from Me and proceeded 
towards the abyss. Nor did the individual beings' strength of will differ; it was, however, free.... and 
that explains everything. For freedom knows no limitations, and a free will must be able to develop in 
all directions. The individual beings' wrong thinking is the second explanation for the fall. The ability 
to think also allowed for wrong thinking, to wrongly interpret My Word which the beings, due to their 
constant illumination of love, heard within themselves. They were not compelled to interpret the Word 
only in one direction.... by virtue of their faculty of thought they were also able to apply a different 
meaning to it and so they did when they rejected My love, for thereby they also lost their power of 
perception and their thinking became confused. In addition, the limitless flow of strength of love made 
them arrogant, so that in their abundance of strength they believed themselves to have the same power, 
so that their love for their Creator therefore diminished and the being more or less made demands.... 
which was demonstrated by their  desire  to  visibly present  Myself  to  the beings....  They believed 
themselves to be entitled to it, and this wrong way of thinking was transferred on to them by My first-
created being. It  expressed this  desire despite the fact of knowing full  well  that it  had to remain 
unfulfilled were My created beings to continue to exist. Thus it can certainly not be said that any of 
the fallen beings has merely been a victim of its creator's will, for every single being had the right of 
self-determination and was also in possession of brightest realisation. But every fallen being became 
spiritually arrogant and forgot, or refused to acknowledge, that it had originated from Me.... that  I 
therefore had been its Creator and Father, against Whom its revolt was the worst sin which the being 
would never ever be able to redeem by itself again. All beings were created in equal perfection, and 
the fact that a number of equally created beings remained loyal to Me is already proof in itself of a  
greater than greater guilt.... they only did not relinquish their love for Me.... whereas those which had 
'fallen' rejected My love, and this was their immense original sin which was subsequently intended to 
be redeemed by One Who belonged to the beings which remained faithful to Me. The fallen beings 
cannot be excused by some kind of imperfection, with lacking perception, less illumination or a weak 
will.  They  had  the  same  nature  as  those  who  remained  loyal  to  Me,  yet  in  awareness  of  their  
immeasurable strength they arrogantly no longer accepted My strength of love and were thereby also 
deprived of all strength. They must laboriously gain strength again if they want to become what they 
were in the beginning. Any kind of imperfection would have been an excuse for a being's apostasy, but 
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this  did  not  exist,  and  when Lucifer  saw the  countless  multitudes  of  created  beings  in  brightest 
illumination and supreme strength which had emerged from his will by using My strength he exalted 
himself  above  Me  because  he  was  unable  to  behold  Me,  but  he  himself  was  visible  in  his 
magnificence to the countless multitudes of spirits.

However, untold original spirits remained faithful to Me, they were created to be exactly the same as 
the fallen spirits and not advantaged by Me in any way, they merely returned their infinite love to Me 
which permeated them and which they constantly received from Me and thus became increasingly 
more blissful, whereas the love of the fallen beings became a selfish love which no longer wanted to  
please but only wanted to take. This process is and will remain inexplicable to you humans because it  
was a spiritual process which can only be understood by the spirit; nevertheless, the circumstances 
which motivated Me into bringing the material  world and its creations into being can be roughly 
explained to you, and time and again I will try to enlighten you, as far as your intellect is able to grasp 
it, and correct any misguided opinion, since one single misguided thought is already enough for you to 
construct a wrong edifice of ideas which you will no longer be able to dismantle and yet you will be 
far removed from the truth. You would also do well not to brood over things which are irrelevant for  
your soul's  salvation....  which only show some kind of craving for knowledge, the satisfaction of 
which does not contribute in the slightest towards attaining full maturity of soul. For what you need to 
know will be conveyed to you by Me, yet always on condition that your own maturity of soul will  
determine the measure I hand out....

Yet  you shall  always know that  I  Am supremely perfect,  that  everything is  based on My love, 
wisdom and might and that no imperfections can be present when this bond with Me exists. And this 
existed at the creation of the beings, for the being I externalised.... the bearer of light.... was most 
intimately devoted to Me and was therefore able to receive boundless beatitudes through the influx of 
My strength of love. And it used this strength of love again in accordance with My will, because its  
will was in line with Mine as long as we were united by deepest love. Every act of creation, however, 
necessitates the flow of My strength of love, and therefore every created being had to be called perfect 
when it was brought into life. The fact that it then changed into the opposite and became an imperfect 
being was purely the result of its free will, which was the same as Mine as long as the being's love  
belonged to Me. When it resisted My love it had to leave the eternal order and continued to possess 
brightest  illumination  until  it  decided to  turn  away from Me for  good.  Only  then  did  it  lose  its 
realisation, only then its spirit darkened, and only then did it become My opposite. It was no longer a 
divine being but adopted all the qualities of the one who first revoked his love for Me and became My 
adversary.  Henceforth it  forfeited its  perfection,  it  became poorly shaped and was hostile  minded 
towards Me, My strength of love was no longer able to touch it,  and thus all spiritual substances 
hardened which I subsequently reshaped into material creations.... into the complete opposite which it 
had been in the very beginning. Nevertheless, this fallen spiritual being always has the opportunity to 
regain its original state if it  is willing to abandon its resistance to Me and once again voluntarily 
allows itself to be illuminated by My strength of love. The apostasy from Me happened out of free  
will, and the return to Me must therefore also take place out of free will. Then the being will be and 
remain infinitely happy again....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 

The act of creation was an act of gratification for God.... B.D. No. 8975

May 16th 1965

he cause for My rule and work in the whole of infinity was given by My incessant will to form, 
My unchangeably strong power as well as My exceedingly great love, which had to be active, but 

which only then found a kind of fulfilment when it  created beings for itself,  which were able to 
receive this love and give it back. Because My love needed a vessel, which opened itself to it and 
received My love and then again radiated it back to Me, whereby an unimaginable act of happiness 

T
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took place, which will never be comprehensible to any of the created beings. After endless long time 
of  being  alone the desire  for  a  mutual  exchange became stronger  and stronger,  although I  could 
already enjoy the spiritual creations put forth by Me in excess before, because I saw every thought as 
an accomplished work by virtue of My will and these of My thoughts have been innumerable, so that I 
could create  incessantly  and still  felt  no decrease of  the  power of  creation,  on the contrary,  this  
constantly increased the more I used it.... But when then the thought moved Me to create a vessel for 
Me for the love power, which therefore should be formed like Me, which I wanted to endow with all  
qualities, which therefore should be put out as My image with the same creator power and strength, 
then already the thought of it was enough that this work of My will stood before Me in all glory, so 
that I recognized Myself in it and enjoyed what I had created.... The communion with this being made 
Me abundantly happy, it was after all an image of Me, but who could not be visible to this being,  
because it would have passed away in view of the original fire, which was certainly also the original 
substance of that spirit, which however.... as created.... could not have endured the abundance of My 
love,  might  and  strength.  For  that  being  was  always  only  an  emanated  spark  which,  although 
immeasurably blissful, was always only a creature of Mine. was only ever a creature of Mine which 
was unable to behold the eternal light. Nevertheless, this creature was the vessel for Me into which I 
could let My strength of love flow, which used this strength of love again in order to likewise be 
creatively active.... and since its desire was the same.... it again let the same beings come into being 
together with Me and the bliss was immeasurably great which the act of creation meant for us....  
Always new beings came forth out of our two wills of love, for space was unlimited, there was no 
limit, neither of the creative power nor of love, nor of our will, which was equally directed.... for I 
revealed My will to him as well as to the beings which had emerged from both of us through the word,  
which gave them the evidence that they all recognized (had) their origin in Me; they could constantly 
hear Me and also return the answer to Me.... they could ask Me questions which I answered them 
through My word, and since I had also given them the ability to think at the same time, which they 
could apply in free will.... the sign of a divine being.... thus they were not compelled to interpret the 
word in only one particular direction but they were able to move My word within themselves in all  
directions, and thereby the possibility was given that they could also interpret it wrongly, according to 
their will.... But in the beginning all beings did not contradict My will, they were unlimitedly happy, 
they understood My word correctly, and this state would not have needed to come to an end if the first 
being emanated from Me had not been unable to come to terms with one thought: that it was unable to  
behold Me....  and it had given itself  the explanation that I therefore lacked the power to do so.... 
Although it recognized itself as created by Me, it knew that it had a beginning, while I was from 
eternity.... But it began to doubt and did not present these doubts to Me so that I could have corrected 
them.... And it believed to be able to hide its thoughts from Me, because they were not always in it but  
only appeared in it from time to time, but it again and again gave itself to My love and also received it  
undivided.... But since it once doubted My love flowing towards it undividedly and did not express 
itself, the doubt returned again and again, and thus it created the state of mistrust, which should not 
have been between the created being and Me for ever.... But in this first created original spirit the 
distrust  became  stronger  and  stronger,  especially  as  he  now regarded  himself  as  creator of  the 
innumerable beings, which could see him in all glory, but to whom I could not be visible. And since 
the ability to think was just as peculiar to him, he drew wrong conclusions in his mistrust.... yet he 
recognized Me as his origin, but he hoped to also be able to convince all other created beings that he 
was their creator, since they were unable to behold Me.... He therefore exalted himself above Me and 
now rejected My strength of love, believing himself to possess so much strength that he no longer 
needed My strength and this was his sin as well as the sin of all fallen beings who followed him....

(5/16/1965) A second world was now created, as it were, a world in which everything was wrongly 
directed but which was now also ruled by My now adversary. But since everything created had its 
origin in Me, also  this world was subject to My will and My power, and all positive powers fight 
against the negative ones, always with the aim to win back everything negative again.... For although I 
had endowed the first-created spirit with the same creative power and strength, it had nevertheless lost 
it through its apostasy from Me.... But to him himself I left his freedom, while I took all fallen into My 
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care and therefore took it from him and formed it to creations of all kind. Because I took pity on its 
state, which was unhappy and would have had to remain unhappy for ever when My love did not find 
a way out to once again lead it back to Me. But the process of the return is of such endless duration  
that one can speak of eternities.... during which My adversary can always only temporarily assert his 
right to the spiritual belonging to him.... when it goes over earth in the stage as man.... But then he 
does  everything  to  get  the  being  back  into  his  possession....  if  it  does  not  let  itself  be  helped 
otherwise....  if  it  does not accept the redemption through Jesus Christ and becomes free from his 
power.... His power is mighty at this time, and it requires a strong will to break away from it, but also 
My grace is unmeasured and can always be held against his power.... so that it is well  possible to 
surrender to Me voluntarily, and then his wretched state will be over.... But eternal times will still pass  
until the former apostasy from Me has finally been atoned for, and eternal times will still pass until he 
will also decide to return, who once emerged from Me as greatest spirit of light, until he returns to his  
father's house, because endless is the flock of fallen spirits, and these also still need endless times until 
they have freed themselves from the chains, which were put on them from his side, to be able to enter 
the kingdom of light and happiness as redeemed....  Yet My love is endless, My power knows no 
bounds, and My wisdom is unceasingly intent on achieving the aim I set Myself when I created the 
spirit world....

Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 

How did evil arise?.... B.D. No. 8863

October 3rd 1964

s soon as you humans see your God and Creator in Me, as soon as you have established the right 
relationship with Me.... the relationship of a child with its Father.... you will also have the right 

contact with Me, that is, you will be filled by profound humility and expect to hear My Word, which I 
will not deny to anyone of you who prays to Me in the right way.... which requires absolute humility 
without fail. For I bestow My grace upon the humble.... But you humans have to be receptive to My 
Words, you must recognise every thought arising in you after heartfelt prayer as a reply from Me, for 
then it will be impossible for you to think differently than it is My will, because I have given you the 
promise that you will only have to pray correctly to Me.... i.e. in spirit and in truth.... so that I will 
listen to and grant your prayer. Nevertheless you need not expect unusual results.... such as audibly 
hearing My voice.... but every thought arising in you after a heartfelt prayer is My answer, and then 
you will truly only have benevolent thoughts which cannot have emerged from any other source but 
from Me. You must always bear in mind that I know when you think of Me, and that you then cannot  
be affected by adverse thoughts. You ought to know that this attitude of yours towards Me is pleasing 
to Me and that I can then give to you what suits your maturity of soul.... that I can express Myself 
audibly which, however, is only rarely possible. But if I Am able to express Myself audibly then it will 
exclude all error, for then it will sound in you like a delicate little bell, you will be overjoyed if you 
can hear My voice like this. And then I will be able to convey revelations of profound wisdom to you 
and you can unhesitatingly believe such revelations.... Only one thing has to be remembered, that the 
human being's intellectual considerations of such problems can lead him onto the wrong path which 
provides the adversary with an opportunity to intervene, in which case he will in fact also hear a voice  
but it will not make him happy, instead it will trigger a mild sense of unease in him. And this voice  
will then solve the problem according to the human being's will. Therefore questions of this kind make 
it particularly necessary to first send an appeal for 'protection from error' up to Me above, because this 
appeal will  protect him from the adversary's activity.  Then he will  make himself  receptive to the 
answer which can be imparted to him from Me directly, because his appeal displaces the adversary....

A

And especially the question as to  whether evil  also came forth from Me is  still  occupying you 
humans today as much as at the time of these revelations.... But I can only ever tell you that I cannot  
have an evil thought within Me, that everything that emerged from Me can only be good. How, then, 
did 'evil' come into the world?.... The explanation rests in the being's 'thinking ability'.... For this was 
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free, thus it was able to voluntarily change the good thought transmitted by Me to the being. And free 
will signifies the ability to develop in either direction.... Hence evil was born out of free will, it did not 
previously exist but is a product of free will,  it  is.... since its thinking ability did not impose any 
barriers on the being.... a product of creation by the one who declared his power in opposition to Me 
and My will, who therefore.... since he was creatively inclined.... also 'created' evil.... that it was his 
responsibility for bringing it into the world and thereby became a deceitful being. You always want to 
accuse Me, the most perfect Being, of evil, which could never have found room in Me. But you do not 
comprehend the fact that My adversary himself was the origin of evil, that he changed his faculty of 
thought into evil because he distanced himself from the circuit of My flow of love and that this was 
therefore a 'departure' from My eternal order.... The fact that he, like I Myself, was an independent 
being who was capable of changing and had changed the good thoughts I transmitted to him into the 
opposite of his own free will was the beginning of the sin against Me, for I had given free will to all  
beings, I had endowed all beings with the faculty of thought.... How else could it be that not all beings 
used their free will and their thinking ability in the same way?.... He himself brought evil forth from 
himself which started because he felt the wrong kind of love, because he was envious of My strength 
and  from this  emerged  everything  bad  but  which  originated  within  himself  because  he  used  his 
thinking ability wrongly and which I was unable to change due to his freedom of will. Yet he did not  
receive any wrong thoughts from Me. You must always consider that this  being....  Lucifer or the 
bearer of light....  differed from the beings which our combined strength and will  created....  that I 
created an image of Myself in him, a being whose nature was exactly like My own and to which I also  
gave the greatest power of creation.... and which was also exceedingly good. But the profusion of our 
mutually produced beings made him arrogant, and this arrogance temporarily clouded his faculty of 
thought, which was already a slight hint of selfish love that opposed My nature.

And therefore I say: whatever existed outside of Me no longer existed in My order. And this being.... 
Lucifer.... disassociated himself from Me and everything in him changed into an arch-evil being, he 
produced all characteristics and brought them into the open himself. You can only ever state that he, 
being a power like Myself.... brought evil into the world, but not that evil is in Me as well and that I 
had transferred it onto these beings. For the fact that non-fallen beings existed should convince you 
that the 'faculty of thought' did not have to lead to the fall but that My adversary had many means at 
his disposal in order to make his followers fall as well. Just the fact that I, as the highest Being, was 
not visible to them but that he shone in an abundance of light and they acknowledged him as their God 
even though they were brightly enlightened. For the apostasy took place over an infinitely long period 
of time, thus he could not have been created by Me as a deceitful spirit, and all these evil attributes 
were gradually able to evolve, yet they never originated in Me but in the one who was as powerful as  
Me and merely had a beginning, which he knew full well. And thus evil, too, has had a beginning with 
the start of the spirits' apostasy from Me.... Until then, however, everything was perfect and therefore 
he also emerged in all perfection from Me which, however, did not exclude that he used his gifts 
differently than I had intended them to be used.... And this was subsequently achieved by his 'thinking 
ability' which, however, was not determined by Me, in fact only good thoughts flowed to him from 
Me.... And time and again I draw your attention to the myriad of non-fallen beings which likewise had 
the faculty of thought but which discovered Lucifer's abuse of strength, who brought evil into the 
world and then accused Me Myself that I have evil within Me, and thus he will also always lead those 
people astray who are receptive to this....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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When and why did the perfect beings become imperfect?.... B.D. No. 8887

November 25th 1964

verything that came forth from Me had to be perfect because I was simply incapable of creating 
something imperfect, since My love, wisdom and power would not allow for any flaws in the 

creations which My will externalised from Me.... This, therefore, happened 'in the beginning'.... when 
it pleased Me to create a being for Myself and endowed it with the same creative power in order to 
provide this being with the pleasure of externalising similar beings through its will and with the use of 
My strength.... But to deny Me this perfection is only possible for those people who are in a state of 
imperfection themselves, who, due to their intellectual limitation, cannot imagine that, in a state of 
perfection, it would be impossible to create something imperfect. However, if only perfection could 
have come forth from Me, when did the perfect beings change to become imperfect? This question is 
difficult and yet, at the same time, also easy to answer.... The fact that My supremely perfect creation 
was able to change itself into the opposite will forever remain incomprehensible to you .... but the fact 
that free will allowed for distancing itself from divine order must be understandable to you. For free 
will was able to leave the divine order, it was able to revoke the divine order, hence it was able to turn 
the initially perfect being into the opposite, into a state of ungodliness which totally contradicted My 
perfect  nature.  And My first-created  spirit,  having  been  endowed  with  the  same creative  power, 
created this state for itself by virtue of its faculty of thought....  In My perfection I was unable to  
harbour a wrong thought.... but he was able to do so because he had free will and used it wrongly. 
Thinking wrongly would have been impossible for Me, but it was possible for him due to his thinking 
ability which was otherwise inclined on account of his free will.... As human beings your thinking is 
limited, you try to find your own explanation in My nature that evil also came from Me but you fail to 
consider that the fall of the spirits would have to be attributable to Me Myself had I not externalised 
the beings in a perfect state.... But you do not want to accept the fact that you can thank him for the 
apostasy, instead, you try to blame the most supremely perfect Being Which truly could only have 
created you such as it was possible: in highest perfection.... The fact that you want to see all opposing 
qualities embedded in Me as well is only the evidence that My fundamental nature is alien to you. I 
certainly know what is in opposition to Me, because I was able to observe My adversary's wrong 
thinking and was aware that his sin consisted of the fact that he rebelled against Me, that he begrudged 
Me My strength and thus slowly grew to hate Me.... And I also knew where his attitude would take 
him, but I did not stop his fall, nor the beings who wanted to follow him.... even though they also  
emerged from Me in all perfection. But since I had furnished the beings with free will I could not deny 
them accepting the thoughts of the one who secretly opposed Me, and these thoughts also led to the 
beings' fall, since he transferred all thoughts of hatred onto them which caused their apostasy. They 
rebelled against Me, no longer recognised Me and rejected My strength of love. But how wrong it is, 
wanting to see all opposing qualities in Me, can be seen from the fact that you could doubt My love, 
which thus created you in My image, that you could doubt My wisdom, which thus supports your fall 
and that  you could  also  doubt  My  omnipotence,  which  can  only  ever  create  highest  perfection. 
Therefore  I  refute  this  doctrine  as  a  misguided  teaching  which  will  always  prevent  you  from 
recognising Me correctly in My fundamental nature and deny Me the love I desire from you....

E

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Activity of non-fallen primordial spirits.... B.D. No. 8755

February 17th 1964

f you are to be active as teachers, then you must also be informed about everything in truth; you 
must be able to refute every erroneous teaching, therefore be completely informed yourselves about 

that what you want to bring to your fellowmen as spiritual knowledge. And you will also only then 
represent your knowledge convinced when you are enlightened by Me Myself, because I alone know 
about everything and also I  alone can introduce you to the areas,  which are inaccessible to your 
intellect. The act of creation of the spiritual beings was always an emanation of My strength of love 
into the vessel which I created for Myself as the first being.... which therefore received My flow of 
strength  of  love  and  which  now....  since  it  was  My image....  again  utilized  the  strength  flowing 
towards  it  by  likewise  being  creatively  active  by  creating  beings  of  the  same  kind  in  endless 
numbers.... Thus every being was radiated love-power from Me.... Every being had to be supremely 
perfect  because  nothing  imperfect  could  emerge  from  Me,  because  My  strength  of  love  never 
diminished and thus the same strength of love flowed through all these beings. That I would have 
created something secondary from Me could therefore not be possible.... But the beings themselves 
could form themselves to ungodly beings through their wrong direction of will. And so it has to be 
pointed out for the time being that every being had free will, otherwise it could not be called perfect. 
This free will was now confronted with a decision because the being was to prove its perfection. It  
was to decide whether it  wanted to remain perfect, although it  could also turn into the opposite.... 
precisely because it was equipped with free will. And that innumerable perfectly created beings fell 
away from Me during this test of will and followed their lord into the deep, who  himself had not 
passed the test of will, of this you have already often been informed. But now the question is whether 
there were also beings which were created without free will, which therefore could not do otherwise 
than  fulfil  My will?  Then  I  Myself  would  have  created  inferior  beings  which  had to  be  denied 
perfection, for free will belongs to a perfect being, otherwise they would have been  insubstantial 
'works' of My creator's will.... dead creations, so to speak, for only free will is the cause of every 
activity....  But  whether  this  will  has  completely  subordinated  itself  to  Me  or  works  on  its  own 
authority, that now also determines the relationship of the being to Me. Every unfallen being now gave 
itself to Me fully and completely; it subordinated its will to Mine of its own accord and now worked 
with Me and in My will. It only carried out what corresponded to My will, because through its bond 
with Me it was also of the same will itself.... while the apostate beings separated themselves by virtue 
of their free will. They disregarded My will and worked against Me and can only again reach the high 
degree of love after endless long walk through the deep where they voluntarily again submit to My 
will, then therefore also again work and create with Me in My will, which has now also become theirs. 
So you therefore have to differentiate: beings of light.... who remained loyal to Me during their free 
test of will and therefore will always create and work in My will and therefore are immeasurably 
happy, because they will never feel as unfree beings determined by Me, because such a state would 
completely contradict My order from eternity.... and apostate beings, which directed their free will 
wrongly, which would always work against Me if I did not bind their will during the time of their  
ascent from the abyss. The process of return now takes place on these beings, in which all light beings, 
i.e. all once not fallen beings and such, which have already reached the adoption as children of God in 
earth life or stand in an already high degree of light, take part.... All these beings carry My will within 
themselves, however it is free and submits itself to Mine of its own accord, since this would truly not 
be a sign of a divine and perfect being if it were under compulsion.... that it would therefore have to 
carry out what I instruct it  to do.... You humans still cannot quite explain the word 'perfection' to 
yourselves.... For then every state of imperfection is excluded, and unlimited happiness is the lot of a 
perfect being, but which could not be brought into line when a being was determined to all activity 
and therefore would be unfree so to speak. The army of spirits created by Me, which remained with 
Me, are innumerable, and all work in infinity, always in the redeeming sense, by them creating the 
possibilities  for  ascent  for  everything  fallen.  Yet  it  is  wrong to  say  that  these  beings  cannot do 
anything other than carry out  My will, instead, they  want nothing other than to serve Me and all 
unredeemed spirits, because they are high spirits of love, and I Myself allow them to work for Me in 

I
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order to make them happy, for a thought from Me is truly sufficient to bring it to fruition by virtue of  
My will in order to cause everything to come into being that which these beings of light create, in 
order to feel bliss themselves in the process.... And when I speak of beings of light it is the same as 
when I speak of the endless host of My angels, who all stand in highest perfection and proved their  
perfection by remaining loyal to Me when a greater host of these angels turned away from Me and fell 
into the abyss. They have proven their love and loyalty to Me, and still also these light beings once 
walk the course through the deep, so that they themselves accomplish the work of formation to the 
child  of  God,  that  they  then  out  of  own  will  and  serving-willing  love  themselves as  it  were 
accomplish a work of creation, which exactly I could not create for Me, because this has free will as 
prerequisite, which the being then uses in earth life as man to reach highest perfection. And all beings 
which have faithfully remained with Me are in the highest degree of light and their love for Me is 
indescribable, they know about My will and will understandably not allow any other will to arise in 
them because  of  their  infinitely  profound  love.  But  none  of  these  beings  is  bound  to  My will, 
otherwise  its  beatitude  would  be  diminished,  which  will  never  happen  from  Me....  But  that 
nevertheless My whole work of creation is subject to the hierarchy of My angels is due to the fact that 
the power once radiated by Me as being has to be constantly active and that My love again and again  
lets  ideas  come into execution to  constantly make My creatures  happy....  But  only an activity  in 
freedom will ever make happy, never an activity in compulsion.... Because only the fallen spiritual is 
subject to compulsion in a certain period of time, but never the beings, which are active as angels of 
light in My kingdom...._>Amen

Translation handled by Doris Boekers 
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Different status of the created beings.... B.D. No. 8868

October 14th 1964

elieve Me that I still have to correct many misconceptions if you are to live in truth and defend it. 
You have a completely wrong concept of My creative strength, which is unlimited and endowed 

the created  beings  with an  infinite  abundance of  strength.  Thus they,  like Me,  were also  able  to 
constantly and without knowledge of limitation externalise creations into the universe.... Hence there 
are no different degrees of creative power in the beings who remained faithful to Me, who did not 
voluntarily move into a different sphere from Mine, where I Myself amid My hosts have the domain 
of My creativeness.... All beings were created perfect, and that means that no being is subject to any 
restriction, but that every being is given a task which it conscientiously fulfils. But one task is no more 
important  than  another,  and  thus  there  is  no  difference  of  status  either....  all  those  beings'  love 
culminates in their love for Me, and they indeed always aspire towards Me in order to become even 
more blissfully happy through the response of My love, which you humans cannot measure by any 
standard. Merely the degree of love can differ in beings who overcame the abyss without having 
achieved childship to God on earth but who nevertheless achieved a degree of love and constantly 
seek to increase it. Their happiness, that they escaped the abyss and had to walk the path of evolution, 
knows no limits. They are conscious of their present beatitude, and their eternal life is a constant 
singing of praises and thankfulness.... They, too, are allowed to create and give life to the universe but 
always in accordance with their abundance of light, which constantly increases.

B

Thus  everything  perfect  knows  no  limit,  consequently  there  cannot  be  any  beings  who  take 
precedence, and your idea of dividing these beings into groups of more or less able beings is wrong, 
since perfection renders this null and void. These are always human concepts, because you are more 
or less inadequately shaped and thus also want to transfer these attributes to the absolutely perfectly 
shaped  beings.  Whether  the  smallest  or  the  largest  being  is  created....  it  takes  the  same creative 
strength, because it is the same work of wonder in My creation. And the supreme perfection of the 
beings rests in the fact that one helps the other, that not one wants to take precedence before another  
and therefore neither the expression 'angel' nor 'archangel' is justified, but all beings belong to My vast 
host of created original spirits, only you humans imagine the world of spirits to be status orientated,  
just as you create different positions on earth for yourselves. As long as you still have a low degree of 
maturity the degree of love will differ too, and you cannot create in strength and might. You have to 
aim to increase this degree of love until you attain your original condition again, from which your fall  
into the abyss took place. In addition, you also have to acquire the childship to God on earth, and for 
this purpose a being of light can return to earth for a mission, if it had previously failed on earth but 
achieved a degree of light in the beyond which sanctions a repeated embodiment. Just as every non-
fallen spirit may take this path through the abyss in order to test its free will, although it can never 
descend further, rather the original spirit's urge for creation becomes ever more powerful. Then it will 
make constantly greater demands on My strength of love and aspire towards Me and thus create with 
My strength, which completely permeates this spirit. Perfection, however, is unlimited.... or, what is 
perfect knows no limits. It is as powerful as I Myself and can make and shape the largest as well as the 
smallest creations, for it will always help and assist the wretched to attain beatitude....

You can only understand this when you know what 'love' is in its fundamental essence, and therefore 
I assess everything by the degree of love. But this assessment ends as soon as the being is perfect.... 
because to be perfect means to be infinitely blessed, then every being's love is only intended for Me as 
the utmost perfect Being, Which will always gratify its longing for love and yet it will never end....
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Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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Deification of the created beings.... B.D. No. 6207

March 7th 1955

n the beginning you all were on My side because you were utterly permeated by My strength of 
love which drew you to Me.... You enjoyed a state of supreme beatitude because you were divine 

beings, you were My shaped emanations of love, formations of highest intelligence and in possession 
of light and strength which, in turn, enabled you to be creatively active. You were perfect beings,  
images of Myself except that you had come forth from Me, whereas I Myself Am eternal and apart 
from Me no other creative power reigned. Consequently, everything having emerged from Me was My 
work....  Even the  first-created  being which,  with  My approval  and with  the  use  of  My strength, 
produced all of you.... Even this being was My work and not, as it wanted you to believe, the creative 
power itself. Countless beings were brought into life by this being because it wanted to make creative 
use of the constant influx of strength from Me.... and it was indeed capable of doing so because I 
externalised it as a perfect being 'like Myself' for this very purpose.... to populate the infinite spiritual 
kingdom for its own blissful happiness....  The pleasure I  experienced should also make My first-
created being happy and therefore I granted it unlimited light and strength, I gave it free will which it 
was allowed to use as it wished.... but which it should have used according to My will if it wanted to 
be active in line with its perfection.... However, it started to use its will in opposition to My will.... 
which was indeed possible since the being was entirely free, thus its perfection would not have been 
questioned by any coercion whatsoever....  Nevertheless,  this would have been  impossible had the 
being aspired more for My love than for My power.... had it been satisfied with the strength of My 
love it constantly received.... The immense number of created beings brought into life by our mutual 
love aroused its wish to control them.... and although it knew that My strength had been instrumental 
in the creation of these beings, its love turned into an opposite feeling.... it was envious of My strength 
and therefore intended to separate the beings called into life by My strength in order to possess and 
rule them himself.... But since these living creations of Mine were permeated by My strength of love 
which kept them inseparably united with Me.... it would have been  impossible for him to separate 
them from Me had I  not released them Myself....  which I indeed did for the sake of My beings'  
deification....

I

You,  who had been  created  in  all  perfection,  would  only  ever  have  remained  My  creatures.... 
creations which would only ever be able to think and act according to  My will but which did not 
correspond  to  My idea  when  I  created  you:  free  children who  existed  and  worked  in  supreme 
perfection, who are certainly active according to their own will which, however, as a result of their  
love for Me, was the same as Mine.... This is what I wanted to achieve and therefore set you free for 
you to shape yourselves into what I had set as a goal for Me.... I did not withdraw My love from you,  
but neither did I stop the first-created being.... which is My adversary now.... from influencing you as 
well. Yet you, too, were endowed with free will and able to make a free decision for Me or for the 
first-created being.... You did not have to fall, for you were enlightened and able to feel My love and 
could have allowed yourselves to be drawn by it to Me.... However, the first-created being exerted 
great influence over you and you fell prey to it.... You voluntarily followed the one who did not make 
you happy but pulled you into the abyss instead.... For My adversary resisted Me, he rebelled against  
Me, he rendered My strength of love ineffective....  I Myself did not withdraw it from him but he 
distanced himself to such an extent that My illumination of love became increasingly weaker because 
he openly opposed it.... in the belief that the host of his followers he had pulled into the abyss with 
him gave him enough strength of his own.... From then on you all had to do without My strength of 
love even though I Myself did not withdraw it; instead, you had rejected it and therefore become weak 
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and spiritually  unenlightened....  You voluntarily  forfeited your  original  inconceivably happy state. 
Even  so,  you  shall  not  remain  in  your  self-chosen  condition  forever,  because  My love  will  not 
abandon you, because you are My living creations as well and I will not leave you forever in a state 
which entirely contradicts your purpose and your origin.... I will not give up the goal I once had set for 
Myself.... the deification of the beings I created. I will accomplish it, and those of you who are still 
wretched as a result of your past rebellion against Me, will also enter the kingdom of light again one 
day, you will enjoy unlimited strength and be blissfully happy.... However, I will  not exert force on 
you, you must completely voluntarily take the path of return to Me which will lead you back into 
perfection, which was once part of you and which you forfeited but which you will attain again one 
day, because My love only pursues this one goal, that one day you will work and be active again in  
light and strength as My children in My kingdom....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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God knows from eternity the will of creatures.... B.D. No. 8631

September 30th 1963

 foresaw everything, I knew how both the spiritual beings would decide in free will, but how I also 
know about the will  of men from eternity, how long it  resists Me. But this knowledge did not 

prevent Me from carrying out the plan of deification of the beings created by Me, because I likewise 
foresaw that I would one day reach the aim which I set Myself when I created spiritual beings out of 
My love. But I will never touch the free will of My creatures, and whether they still keep away from 
Me for so long, because for Me there is no concept of time, because in eternity everything is just  
fleeting moments, what you men regard as periods of time of endless long duration.... But you men, 
who still keep away from Me, who are still imperfect, for you the concept of time still applies, and 
that is so long until you have perfected yourselves again, until you have changed to your original 
being, where all limitations are abolished. And so long your lot is also not to be called happiness, 
because in this time until your perfection you must suffer....  The aim, which I set for Me when I 
created you, must be reached by you yourselves; your free will must strive for it, and as this is often  
very long opposed to Me, I must use means, which lead to the giving up of resistance. And one such 
means is often suffering, suffering where the human being recognizes his own weakness and feels the 
need to lean on a being Which will help him.... Then an approach to Me comes about which then also 
leads to the aim: the complete union (with Me).... The plan of deification of the beings created by Me 
also  prevented  Me from preventing  the  beings'  apostasy  from Me,  for  this  deification  had to  be 
accomplished by the being itself in free will, and since it relinquished its perfection, in which I had 
created the being, it had to accomplish a great work: to work itself up again from the abyss to the 
height, but to then reach the highest degree of perfection, which its will itself had to strive for.... thus 
it was not forced to do so by Me.... This freedom of will alone is the decisive thing, if I want to have 
completely free, most perfect beings next to Me, who now are and will remain true gods, because they 
have completely become My image.... I can do anything, there are no limits to My power, yet I Myself 
cannot violate the law of eternal order, which is founded on deepest love and most radiant wisdom.... I 
therefore could not create beings without free will, because I can only let perfection come into being, 
but free will belongs to perfection. And again these beings now also had to prove their divinity that 
they therefore also kept their perfection in free will and completely made  My will their own and 
therefore through this also remained in perfection.... They therefore also had to have the possibility to 
direct their will wrongly, because they were no beings held under compulsion by Me.... And every 
being put out by Me had to make this decision, and I knew about the success of this test of will. But 
since nothing is impossible for Me I use the most different means, which My wisdom recognized as 
good  and  effective  and  which  always  only  have  My  love  as  reason  to  make  all  My  creatures 
immeasurably happy. So I also overlook the spiritual state of My creatures at any time and therefore  
also know when drastic changes or upheavals are necessary to again continue the faltering process of 
return. And time plays no role for Me because as soon as the being has reached the state of perfection 
where the concept of time no longer exists, it also sees this long time of ascent only as a short moment 
and is happy to have overcome it. It then also stands again in brightest knowledge, and therefore it 
also knows that the law of eternal order demands such a change back, if the being wants to reach the 
highest perfection.... the adoption as a child of God.... wants to reach. Then it will praise and glorify 
Me and  give  Me all  its  love,  and  then  it  will  also  again  be  unlimited  happy,  as  it  was  in  the  
beginning...._>Amen

I
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Original sin.... Emanation of love.... Jesus Christ.... B.D. No. 6087

October 23rd 1954

he first sin of rebellion against Me resulted in My living creations' vast distance from Me, since 
with their rejection of Me they also rejected My strength of love, they left the circuit of My flow 

of love and constantly distanced themselves ever more from Me. Hence resistance to Me is the same 
as rejecting My strength of love, which is why no human being who still inwardly opposes Me can be 
permeated by My strength of love. And it can already be considered an opposition if he does not 
believe in Me and therefore has no contact with Me. Then he will stand outside the circuit of My flow 
of love.... he will be unable to feel My love because he does not voluntarily become receptive to it and 
is unwilling to establish contact with Me. Not to acknowledge Me means to be entirely subject to the 
one who once rebelled against Me and thereby became My opponent.... And his plan is to so influence 
all living creations that they will likewise deem Me non-existent, that they won't believe in a Being 
Which created them and desires to have a connection with them. But this non-acknowledgment also 
results in utter lack of strength and darkness of thoughts.... Light and strength are only available from 
Me.... and they scorn light and strength because they scorn the Giver of light and strength.... because 
they have no faith in the primary source of light and strength from whence they, too, had emerged....

T

However, to the same extent as they reject this primary source they incapacitate themselves from 
being nourished by this primary source, and thus they remain lightless and weak until they strive 
towards this  source in free will....  until  they acknowledge the Power Who created them and thus 
voluntarily open themselves in order to be supplied with the divine strength of love.... until they unite 
themselves with the Giver of light and strength. And then they will receive without measure what they 
need in order to become blessed....  in order to enter the original state again which they once left  
voluntarily. Every person who turns to Me shall receive abundantly, for My love will never expend 
itself.... it forever wants to give and delight and merely requires open vessels into which it can flow. 
And as soon as the sincere will has awakened in a person to enter into contact with the Power Which 
created him he will separate himself from the original sin, the rebellion against me, and he will safely 
reach the goal with the help of the divine Redeemer Jesus Christ, Who shed His blood for the sake of 
this immense original sin.... Who infinitely suffered and died on the cross in order to acquire a treasure 
of grace for the weakened human race.... a strengthening of will and the realisation of their guilt.... 
Now every person will be able to reduce the vast distance from Me, every person can find forgiveness 
for the immense guilt of the past rebellion against Me; every human being can enter the circuit of My 
flow of  love  again  and receive  light  and strength  in  abundance....  if  he  makes  use  of  the  many 
blessings which are at his disposal as a result of Jesus Christ's act of Salvation .... if he acknowledges 
Me since I, as Jesus the man, removed the guilt for you through My death on the cross....

Amen

Translation handled by Heidi Hanna 
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